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The existing inventory control system of a small
metal forming factory was studied in detail through direct
observations and interviews with the relevant personnels
in the factory. Four major weaknesses in the system were
identified. The system did not generate any inventory
report. Regular full scale physical stock take was not
-conducted. Responsibilities were improperly assigned and
reorder policies were virtually nonexistent.
As recommendations for improvement, it was
suggested that the inventory control responsibilities
should be reallocated. The planner was to be
responsible for overall inventory control while the
production supervisor was to be in charge of the physical
inventories. A bi-monthly physical stock take was
recommended. Finally, computerization for the inventory
system of the factory was proposed.
A microcomputer system was considered suitable
for the factory. Requirements for the system were
discussed. Three commercially available software systems
for inventory management. were reviewed. None of them
could satisfy the software requirement adequately. It. was
thus decided to design a tailor-made software system for
the factory. Hardware for the computer system would
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include an Apple II Plus microcomputer, two disk drives, a
monitor and a printer.
The system logic of the designed software system
was discussed. Output reports from the system were
specified. Existing source documents were to serve as
sources of inputs as far as possible. Files in the system
include the master inventory file and the transaction
files. A coding system for identifying individual raw
materials was introduced. Error checks were incorporated
into the system. The overall system flowchart was also
depicted.
Programs of the system, written in the Applesoft
BASIC language, were divided into six modules. The
System Set-up Program prevented use of the system by
unauthorized persons. The Main Menu allowed a user to
select a functional option available in the system. File
Maintenance provided for manipulation of the master
inventory file. The Transactions was used to record
inventory transactions occurring within a period. The
End of Month program was run at the end of each month to
update the master file and generate data for inventory
reports. The Printing of Inventory Reports allowed for
hard copies of various reports to be printed.
It was recognized that the computer system
developed in the present study was not completely perfect
and further works can be done to improve and elaborate on
it. Limitations in the present system were indicated and
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Metalware Industry in Hong Kong
The history of the metalware industry in Hong
Kong can be dated back to the early years of the 20th
century. However, the first real surge in development of
the industry occurred as late as the thirties with the
outbreak of the Sino-Japanese war. Influx of capital and
people from China led to the establishment of many
factories in the colony. By 1938, there were 27 factories
engaged in the manufacture of metal products, with a total
employment of 3,926 workers.
In the early fifties, when China had just
turned into a communist-country, industries in Hong Kong
gained another momentum to grow. By 1959, there were more
than 5,000 registered factories in Hong Kong, employing
nearly 220,000 workers,*12% of whom (26,000) were working
in metalware manufacturing (Lee, 1966).
Since then, the industry has been growing
steadily. Table 1.1 shows the size of the industry in
the past twenty years. Between the years 1962 and 1981,
the number of manufacturing establishments of metalware
increased by more than nine times while the increase in
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number of people engaged was less than three-fold, with
the average number of people engaged per establishment
decreased from 39.2 in 1962 to 12.4 in 1981. These
statistics show that the trend in the metalware industry
is towards a proliferation of small establishments.
Table 1.1
SIZE OF THE HONG KONG METALWARE INDUSTRY
Number of Number of
Year establishments people engaged
1962 7 21 28,302





Source: Lee, C.W.Helen, Metalware Industry in Hong Kong,
1966
Census and Statistics Department, 1978 Survey of
Industrial Production
Census and Statistics Department, 1981 Survey of
Industrial Production
Uompared with other manufacturing industries,
the metalware industry accounts for 14.1% of all manufac-
turing establishments in Hong Kong (Table 1.2). However,
its gross output only accounts for 6.4% of the gross
output'from all manufacturing industries. In terms of
gross output per person engaged, the figure for metalware
industry is HK$ 103,200 in 1981 which is below the average
figure for all manufacturing industries (HK$ 137,200) and
is much lower than that of some younger industries like
3TABLE 1.2
STATISTICS OF MAJOR MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY
IN HONG KONG IN 1981
Gross Output
No. of Number of per Person
Number, of People Gross Output EngagedPeople per
Industry Group (HK$ 1000)Establishment Engaged Establishment (Million HK$)
Metalware 6,815 84,600 12.4 8,729 103.2
Wearing Apparel 9,198 295,754 32.2 30,415 102.8
Textiles 5,685 127,382 22.4 21,189 166.3
Printing & Publishing 3,246 35,002 10.8 4,588 131.1
Plastic Products 5,133 91,303 17.8 9,351 102.4
Electronic &
Electrical Parts 1,078 44.013 40.8 8,558 194.4
Machinery 3,713 19,981 5.4 1,918 96.0
Professional &
Scientific Equipment 1,598 57,883 36.2 11,571 200.0
Consumer Electrical &
Electronic Products 1,096 92,086 84.0 16,616 180.4
All Manufacturing Industries 48,324 996,121 20.6 136,628 137.2
Source: Census and Statistics Department, 1981 Survey of Industrial Production
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electronic and electrical products (Table 1.2).
The metalware-manufacturing establishments are
predominantly small in size. Ninety six percent of the
6,815 establishments in the industry employ less than 50
persons per establishment (Table 1.3). It is surprising
to know that 4,964 establishments, or 73% of the total,
have less than ten persons working in each establishment.
On the other hand, only three of the establishments have
over 1,000 employees each.
Less than 10% of the metalware manufacturing
establishments are limited companies. According to a
survey in 1978, 73.4% of the metalware factories were
owned by sole proprietors while partnership accounted for
18.5% (Table 1.4).
Many of the owners of the small establishments
in the metalware industry are previously experienced work-
ers, technicians and to a lesser extent administrative
staff in the same manufacturing sector who decided to
strike out on their own and started their businesses.
The pattern of growth of the industry can be briefly
explained by the following two reasons:
(1) The industry demands relatively low technology and
does not benefit much from scale economy
(2) There exists .a flexible subcontracting system between
small and medium-large factories and amongst small
factories. On top of this, there is a large number-.of
import-export firms which handle marketing, exporting
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Table 1.3
SIZE OF THE METALWARE MANUFACTURING
ESTABLISHMENTS IN HONG KONG IN 1981
Persons Number Persons Gross
engaged/ of oz Output
establ- establ- total engaged (million
ishments ishments HK$)
1-9 4, 964 72.8 18,342 1,493
10-19 1,047 15.4 13,814 1,344
20-49 541 7.9 15,699 1,976
50-99 162 2.4 10,551 1, 173
100-199 65 1.0 8,564 1,035
200-499 6 0.4 7,459 827
500-999 6 0.1 4,793 440
1000 Over 3 0 5,379 441
Total 6,815 100 84,600 8, 729
Source: Census and Statistics Department, 1981 Survey of
Industrial Production
Table 1.4
TYPE OF OWNERSHIP IN METALWARE MANUFACTURING
ESTABLISHMENTS IN HONG KONG
Number of
Establ- % of
Tvne of Ownprqhin ishments Total
Ltd. Co., quoted in stock market 2 0.1
Ltd. Co., unquoted 372 8.0
Sole Proprietor 3,396 73.4
Partnership 857 18.5
Total 4,627 100
Source: Census and Statistics Department, 1978 Survey
of Industrial Production
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and sometimes even purchasing of raw materials and
make arrangements for loans and machines to enable the
small establishments to specialize in production or
part-production processes, making them more viable than
otherwise.
Characteristics of Small Manufacturing Establishments
As the metalware industry is typical of the
small manufacturing businesses in Hong Kong, it is
necessary to know the characteristics of the small manu-
facturing establishments in order to have a better under-
standing of the operation and management- of the-local
metalware factories.
The abundance of small manufacturing establish-
ments in a given economy is not a local phenomenon. Manu-
facturing industries in Wester-n European countries are
also characterized by the existence of large number of
small establishments, as illustrated in Table 1.5. The
contribution of small companies to the overall economy
cannot be undermined.
In Hong Kong, according to Sit, Wong and Kiang
(1979), small manufacturing establishments had the follow-
ing characteristics:
1. Sole-proprietorship and family business accounted for
about 60% of the ownership of the establishments.
2. There was an intricate network of linkage between small
factories and other local factories in terms of
supplies of raw materials, parts and sources of orders.
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TABLE 1.5
MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS CLASSIFIED BY SIZE
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL ESTABLISHMENTS
Number of Employees
Under 50- Under Under Over
Countr' 50 199 200 200-499 500 500-999 1, 000
U. K. 73.1 18.1 91.2 5.7 96.9 1.8 1.3
Germany 76.4 16.6 93.0 4.6 97.6 1.4
France 95.8 3. 2 99.0 0.7 99.7 0.2
1.0
Sweden 85.8 7.0 92.8 6.2 98.8 0.7 0.?
Norway 94.0 5.0 99.0 1.0 100.0
Source: Swann, K, "Management of Small Business", The
Production Engineer, January, 1975, pp. 26-33.
Small factories generally did not have their brand
identification and seldom advertised their products.
3.
Small factories generally lacked division of labor
above the supervisory and management levels. The
owner was often the manager as well as the technical
man. As a group, the owners had little management
background-and training. This may adversely affect
the survival and growth of the small establishments.
4.
Most small factories used brand new machines purchased
on a cash-payment basis, contrary to widely held belief
that they normally used second-hand and old machinery.
5.
Few of the small establishments had a quality control
department. This neglect of quality control may under-
cut the competitiveness of the products.
6.
Labor was the most conspicuous problem faced by the
small establishments, followed by market, finance and
0.1
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factory premises. Shortage of both skilled and unskil-
led labor had led to the frequent use of outside work-
ers or-work groups. The wage level in the small
factories was said to be higher than that found in
larger factories for the same type of jobs.
Most small manufacturing establishments are run
and managed by the owners. The background and personali-
ties of the owners determine, to a large extent, the
success or failure of their enterprises.
More than half of the owners first started their
factories when they were between 30 and 50 years of age.
Most of them were married. They came predominantly from a
rather humble social background. The overwhelming major-
ity of them did not have any technical education. Most of
them were production operatives in their first employment
and acquired their skills on the job. They tend to be
technically competent and weak in managing. This may
limit the scope of growth of their factories. Factors
motivating them to set up their own businesses include
financial reward, chances for advancement and making a
living. They believed that hard-working and self-
exertion, rather than profit-orientation or risk-taking,
were the main ingredients to bring about success. They
are ready to devote a substantial portion of their profit
for reinvestment to expand their businesses and buy new
machinery. Decision-making in small factories lay in the
hands of the owners. They were reluctant to delegate
authority to their minor partners or subordinates (Sit, et
9
al, 1979).
The profile of an owner of a local small manufact-
uring establishment is similar to that of a craftman entre-
preneur in U.K. as classified by Swann (1975). He summar-
ised the characteristics of a craftman entrepreneur as
follows:
1. a narrowness in education and training,
2. a reluctance to implement organizational change and
techniques,
3. nor,-growth orientation,
4. pre-occupation with technical matters, and
5. viewing his company as a family unit.
It is interesting to note that entrepreneurs in
Hong Kong and U.K. have much in common. In general, they
exhibit a high need achievement and a desire for self-
employment. Their attitudes and backgrounds determine the
direction and performance of their respective businesses.
As a group, they contribute significantly to the economy
and hence should be given the proper attention.
Inventory control systems
Inventories are raw materials, work-in-progress
and finished goods that a company keeps in stock. A manu-
facturing business can hardly operate without inventories.
Morgan (1963) listed 22 reasons why a company should keep
an inventory. The more common ones are summarised below:
1. To hedge against surges in sales,
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2. To permit flexibility in plant scheduling,
3. To permit more flexible raw material scheduling,
4. To take advantage of a favorable raw material price,
In practice, almost every manufacturer carries
an inventory that is substantially greater than the
optimal level. He does so because:
1. His marketing and production departments often demand
higher stocks than necessary, for convenience.
2. He lacks the required knowledge or skills for inventory
control.
3. He tends to over-protect against stockouts. Stockouts
are conspicuous whereas overstocks are less obvious
to detect (Ammer, 1974).
Inventory represents capital investment. An
opportunity cost is incurred in the cash that is tied up
in the inventory. An excessive inventory means that an
unnecessarily large-sum of money is invested in the
invent:..--y and this may not be worthwhile. Inventory is
not necessarily liquid and riskless. Sales and production
may not be sufficient to liquidate the inventory built up
and considerable losses may result (Magee, 1956). On the
other hand, when there is a stockout, the costs of lost
sales, loss of goodwill, overtime payments and other
expenses to expedite stock replenishment are incurred
(Naddor, 1966). Thus, inventory control is required to
bring about minimization of cost and maximazation of
profit. Besides, Morgan (1963) suggested that control on
inventory is also essential to keep stock from getting too
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high and within available storage capacity, as well as to
minimize human effort and maximize sales or share of
market.
In an inventory system, common variables that
are subject to control include:
1. inventory levels
2. production rate and run sizes
3. warehouse reorder quantities
4. timing of inventory replenishments
5. product selling prices.
Formulation of inventory policy involves setting
values to such variables (Morgan, 1963).
For effective inventory control, some sort of
prediction on demand is necessary. Many forecasting
techniques are available. The selection of a method
depends on many factors- the context of the forecast,
the relevance and availability of historical data, the
degree of accuracy desirable, the time period of the
forecast, the value of the forecast to the company, and
the time available for making the analysis (Chambers,
Mullick Smith, 1971).
Having made the forecast, it is necessary to
determine how future demands can be satisfied by making
the required materials available at the right time and
place. Various mathematical models have been developed in
the past, such as the economic order quantity determinat-
ion, the. ABC plan, and others which are described in
standard textbooks. Based on the models used, a decision
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rule can then be developed which tells under what
conditions an item should be stocked.
Besides using various techniques to aid in
inventory control, it is also necessary to devise a book-
keeping system that records inventory accurately. This is
an important phase of inventory control. However, it must
be realized that inventory records are only a means to the
end of inventory control. Top management's major duty
with respect to inventory control is not clerical accuracy
but to formulate inventory policies that will result in
optimum inventory investment, will promote efficiency and
will control fraud and waste (Horngren, 1982).
In large companies, the function of inventory
control is traditionally handled by a production control
division under the manufacturing department while purchas-
ing is performed by a purchasing department. Since the
past fifteen to twenty years, a trend has gradually
emerged to combine production control and purchasing into
a materials department independent of the manufacturing
department. Inventory control was then the responsibility
of the materials department. It was claimed that this
reorganization offers the following advantages (Ammer,
1969):
1. Forced cooperation and efficiency in coordination
between purchasing and production control,
2. Tighter inventory control, and
3. Better communication.
However, in small manufacturing establishments
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in Hong Kong, the situation is very different. It is
usually the owners who perform the inventory control
function. Generally they do not have a set of inventory
control policies. Many of them do not even keep a book of
inventory records. Inventory is controlled at the whim or
intuition of the owners. A few of them are aware of the
importance of sound inventory control, but either do not
have the necessary knowledge or extra manpower to do the
work. They are generally weak in managerial skills.
Many of them are experiencing difficulties in their
managerial tasks and are conscious of this shortcoming
(Sit, et 1979). The application of computers to
business may perhaps offer a means to help them overcome
the deficiencies.
Application of Microcomputers in
Small Manufacturing Businesses
With-the advent of the microcomputer age since
the past five to ten years, computerization is no longer
the reserved tool for large businesses. The steady
decline in the prices of basic computer hardwares and
softwares has resulted in the availability of low cost
computer systems which can be used for a very wide
variety of applciations by small businesses. Developments
have reached a stage such that a microcomputer system can
be purchased for less than HK$ 50,000. Such a system
would consist of a central processing unit with 64 to 128K
bytes of random access memory, two disk drives, a monitor,
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a printer and a set of application software, (Kochhar,
1981).
In Hong Kong, the situation is even more favor-
able to small businesses. There is presently an' imitated
product of the Apple II microcomputer in the market. It
looks and functions very much like the original Apple II,
but is much cheaper. The same set of microcomputer system
described above is priced at less than HK$ 10,000 which is
within reach of individuals or the smallest business
firms. The popularity of microcomputers is evidenced by
the existence of microcomputer supermarkets throughout the
Territory. These supermarkets are actually shopping centres
filled with shops selling computers, components,
peripherals and softwares at very low prices, probably one
fifth to one tenth that of the genuine products. In fact,
the manufacturing and selling of such products are
infringing the copyrights and patents of the original
manufacturers. The Government, however, does not seem to
have taken sufficient actions to stop this illegal trade.
Small businessmen, without considering the question of
legitimacy, take advantage of the situation by using the
imitated computers to their benefits.
Computers have been widely used for production
and inventory control in large and small factories in Hong
Kong as well as in other parts of the world. For
instance, a large washing machine plant in Germany has
utilized a fully computerized system for mateials control.
The system has been used with considerable success and has
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virtually eliminated paper work in the stores and on the
assembly line (Production Engineer, 1981). In U.K., low-
cost computer systems have been designed for production
planning and control (Kochhar,1981).
In Hong Kong, a survey indicated that the use
of microcomputer in small manufacturing businesses has
become increasingly popular (Cheung Yee, 1982). Many
small manufacturers reported successful applications of
microcomputers to their operations. A small radio
assembly factory utilized a microcomputer system for
inventory control and reported the following advantages
over their previous manual system (Mak, Ng Reynolds,
1979):
1. Considerable amount of clerical work was saved for
updating and managing of stock records, generating the
necessary paper work and preparing various reports for
management.
2. Tighter stock control was possible.
3. Relevant costing information could be generated
promptly, thus assisting management in pricing new
products or contracts.*
4. The system provided training opportunities to get
relevant personnels familiarised with the use of
computers..
In view of the many advantages offered. by
computerization, it is not suprising to find an increasing
number of factories shifting to the use of computers when
they become dissatisfied with their present manual systems.
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Obecv of the Prpcpnt St„v
in the present study, the inventory system of a
small metalware factory will be studied in depth through
careful examination of the system and interviews with the
personnel involved. Potential weaknesses in the system
will be identified. Possible ways of improvement are
recommended. An interactive microcomputer system is
devised for the factory in an attempt to help achieve a
better control of the inventories. Hardware and software
requirements are delineated. A set of programs is also
developed for the system. It is hoped that the study can
1. constitute a practical help to the factory in this
study in the improvement of its inventory control
function, and
2. provide 'a computer system framework for other
factories of similar size or nature planning to
computerize their inventory systems.
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CHAPTER II
THE FACTORY AND ITS INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEM
Background
The Wealthy Metal Manufacturing Co. was establ-
ished in 1974 as a metal forming factory. It was located
in a factory building in the Tokwawan district, occupying
a floor area of 500 sq. ft.. At the time of inception,
..it was a partnership business, with the three partners all
working in the factory. It acted as a subcontracting
fac.tory, providing components for other larger manufactur-
ers. A substantial portion of the business was derived
from the making of motor cases for a large. manufacturer
that produced small permanent magnet DC motors.
Business was good and the three partners soon
found the factory space insufficient to cope with
expansion. In 1977, they decided to move to a larger site
in Chai Wan, with a floor area of 2,000 sq. ft. and a work
force of 20 employees.
All were going well, but conflicts began to
develop among the three partners. In 1982, one of the
partners decided to buy the shares from the other two to
become the sole proprietor of the factory. He moved the
factory to another site of 8,000 sq. ft. in the same
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district. The number of workers was increased to fifty.
The factory was renamed the Strong Gain Industrial Co,
Ltd. and was registered as a limited company.
The Owner
The owner of Strong Gain was born in China and
came to Hong Kong in the early fifties as a teenager. On
completion of his primary education, he was sent to work
as an apprentice in a large metal work factory, earning
very low wages. After more than ten years of hard work,
he gradually acquired the necessary skill and capital to
start his own factory. He also built up a business
connection with some customers. Feeling relatively
deprived by society and with an entrepreneur flair, he
ventured into setting up a partnership business with two
of his colleagues in 1974. Business was expanding, with
most of the orders derived from his personal relationship
with customers. By 1982, he had built up the confidence
to run the whole factory by his own. An agreement was
reached with the other two partners whereby he became the
sole proprietor of the factory.
Like most owners of small manufacturing
establishments in Hong Kong, he believes in hard work as
the most important ingredient to success. He is not
content-with his present condition, feeling that his
business can be further expanded. Recently, he has
established relationship with some American and Japanese
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buyers and he looks forward to upgrade, his factory from a
subcontracting to an end-product manufacturing company.
He has recognized his weakness in managerial skill and is
constantly looking for ways of improvement, including
consultation from friends. The recent boom in personal
computer market has brought his attention to micro-
computers. He has bought one for his fourteen year old
son. He is wondering if microcomputer can help relieve
the tedious paper work of his staff, especially in the
area of accounting and inventory control.
Organizational Structure
Figure 2.1 shows the organizational chart of the
factory. The owner is the managing director of the
company. He made most of the decisions in the factory.
At the same time, he spent a considerable amount of time
meeting customers in soliciting of business for the
company. Working under him is an accountant and a general
manager. The work of the accountant is more like that of
a bookkeeper and cashier combined than that of a manage-
ment accountant. Under the general manager, there are
four departments: engineering, quality control, production
and sales. The general manager is directly involved in
the running of the quality control and production depart-
ments. However, for much of the time, he received
specific instructions from the owner on how particular











(12) Control (35) (3)
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Mold Motor Metal PlasticMaintenance Assembling Store ShippingShop Case Cutting Molding
Note: Numbers in brackets represent the number of staff in each department.
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The sales department has nothing to do with
promoting the company's products. It actually performs
the function of production and material planning, as well
as shipping and distribution. There are three staff- a
planner, a storekeeper and a shipping clerk. The planner
acts as a processor of customer orders. The storekeeper
is in charge of the warehouse. He is also the delivery
man of the company. The shipping clerk handles all
shipping documents and arranges materials into and out of
the factory.
Existing Inventory System and Control
Inventory control is basically the responsibi-
lity of the planner, with involvement from the store-
keeper and the production supervisor.
Raw materials in the factory are essentially
rolls of sheets or strips of various metals. They are
kept in a warehouse-of about 300 sq. ft.. The
transformation of metal sheets or strips into finished
products involves a number of simple processes, such as
blanking and forming, and takes less than a day to
complete. Finished goods are delivered promptly to
customers, usually one or two days after completion of
production. Therefore, inventories of both finished
products and works-in-progress are virtually very low.
Two sets of inventory records are kept, one by
the planner and the other by the storekeeper. When the
planner receives a customer order, he checks from his
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record book to see if the required raw materials are
available. When in doubt, he will check with the store-
keeper or make a physical stock take at the warehouse to
ascertain the situation. When necessary, he would place
purchase orders with vendors. He also issues production
orders to the production supervisor to make the required
products. At the completion of the order, the planner
will deduct from his inventory record the theoretical
amount of raw materials used plus a pre-determined
percentage to compensate for norma l-spoilage, wastage and
scrap.
The production supervisor holds a key to the
warehouse so that when the storekeeper is not in the
factory, he can get whatever materials needed for
production. Presumably, anyone taking anything from the
warehouse should sign in a log book and record the
quantity removed. However, the storekeeper knows that this
practice is often not followed and despite his frequent
complaints, no improvement was has been made. From time
to time, he will summarise the entries in the log book and
update his inventory records accordingly. When vendors
make delivery of raw materials to the factory, the store-
keeper will receive the goods and make the required book
entries. Very often, for convenience'or lack of warehouse
space, he will simply ask the delivery man to put the raw
materials at a corner of the production floor and treat
them as having b.een issued for production. Nobody seemed
to have objected to this practice.
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Frequently, the storekeeper forgets to make the
relevant entries in his book. His inventory records are
often at variance with those of the planner. However, he
is reluctant to admit that it is entirely his fault. He
said that many times materials were received without his
knowledge when he was away from the factory making product
deliveries. It is also not uncommon for materials to be
withdrawn from the warehouse without corresponding entries
being made in the log book.
Finished products are supposedly sent to the
warehouse-to be kept under the custody of.the storekeeper-.
However, because of the short duration between completion
of production and delivery, usually one or two days, and
the limited space in the warehouse, they are often placed
in the production floor until they are delivered to
customers. Products in excess of the customers' ordered
quantity are placed in the warehouse. They are likely
to be piled up there for a very long time because many of
the customer orders are one-shot orders with the chance of
re-ordering rather remote.
Sometimes, defective or out-of-spec products are
returned from customers. They are checked by the product-
ion supervisor to determine if rework is possible.
Products that cannot be salvaged are also stored in the
warehouse.
As time goes by, obsolete raw materials, scraps,
excessive finished goods as well as defective products
filled up the warehouse. Occasionally, the owner may
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notice this and take action to dispose of or sell them at
very low prices. Besides him, nobody has the authority
to decide the fate of these unwanted materials.
At the end of each month, the accountant works
out the total value of the inventory from the inventory
records of the planner. She is fully aware that the
calculated value may not represent the true value of the
inventory. The actual stock of inventory in the factory
may be different from that recorded in the planner's book.
However, for lack of manpower, the accountant-claimed
that she was not able to make an actual physical stock
take every month. She is very busy doing the book-keeping
work of the factory. She sometimes also has to help the
planner to maintain the inventory records and prepare
various documents. Also, the inventories are valued at
cost whereas for most obsolete raw materials and unwanted
finished products, their market prices are much lower than
their costs.
The accountant is dissatisfied with the present
inventory system and is urging the owner for changes. The
owner has the same feeling, but does not know how to
improve on the situation. He is looking for a simple but
effective inventory system that can reflect the real
inventory status and prevent stock-out or overstocking.
He, however, objects to hiring of additional staff for
inventory control as he said this would increase his
overhead unnecessarily. He thought computerization may




Defects of Present Inventory control System
The present system is far from satisfactory in
many aspects. No reports of any kind are generated for
management review and information. Even the inventory
records are incomplete and inaccurate. When precise fig-
ures are required, management has no confidence on the
inventory book, but instead has to rely on actual physical
stock take to yield the information. In particular, the
following basic weaknesses were identified:
1. Lack of regular stock reports deprived management of
information about past usages being made promptly for
proper decisions to be made.
2. Because no regular physical stock check is conducted-,
any abnormal spoilage, loss, theft or fraud involving
inventory may not be discovered in time. Also, inven-
tory records cannot be updated and adjusted according-
ly. A large discrepancy between actual stock quantity
and the book quantity is bound to arise, making the
inventory record. an unreliable indicator of the actual
stock level.
3. Personnel involved in inventory control are not too
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certain about their position in the management of
inventory. Each person just does what he is supposed
to do, and sometimes less. No one is held accountable
for inventory control. There is no co-ordinator to
pool together the work of the various persons.
4.
There is no policy governing the reorder point and the
reorder quantities. The planner orders materials when
he sees that existing stock is not sufficient to
complete a given order. The owner orders at a
point when he expects a large order to come or when he
feels that the level -is *low or the price is relatively
cheap. In the lack of timely and accurate i-nformation,
he has to rely on his professional hunch of the trade
in making decisions. Misjudgement is not infrequent
and results in over- or under-stocking of raw mater-
ials.
Recommendations for Improvement
The preceeding study on the inventory system of
the factory showed that much can be done to improve on the
inventory management of the factory. Some sort of change
is necessary. Since the owner stressed that no addi-
tional staff would be hired for inventory control, the
recommendations that-are put forward would take this view
into consideration.
It is recommended that the responsibilities of
the several persons involved in inventory management be
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reallocated. The production supervisor should be given
the responsibility and authority to look after the
physical inventories. He is to be in charge of the ware-
house which, under the existing system, is the responsibi-
lity of the storekeeper. Since he is in the factory all
the time and is directly involved in the withdrawal of raw
materials from the warehouse, he is in the best position
to maintain the physical stock. At-the end of the day, he
will submit a daily production and material usage report
to the planner so that the latter can work out the daily
stock level. On the other hand, when the shipping clerk
arranges materials or products to be shipped into or out
•of.the factory, he will notify the production supervisor
so that the necessary preparation can be made.
The planner is responsible for production and
material planning as in the existing system. In addition,
he is responsible for conducting a bi-monthly physical
stock take of all inventories-in the factory and based on
the findings, adjusts his inventory records accordingly.
With the information available, he is to prepare various
reports, such as budgeted and actual consumption report,
inventory status report, reorder report and others as
required by the owner and general manager. Any
discrepancy between actual and budgeted consumption of
raw materials should be explained by the production
supervisor.
The work load of the planner should not be
considered heavy at all. From experience with other
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plants, it is known that an employee working full time on
inventory management is already quite adequate for a
medium to small size factory like the prsent one.
The storekeeper is relieved of the duty of store
keeping in the recommended system. Instead, when he
returns to the factory after product delivery, he is
assigned to help in physical stock taking and other works
as assigned by the planner.
With regard to the continuous monitoring of
stock levels and generation of various reports, computeri-
zation is highly desirable. This can be brought about by
several means, such as:
1. leasing of EDP facilities from a computer bureau,
2. renting or purchasing of a minicomputer from a vendor,
3. developing .a. microcomputer system to meet the require-
ments.
Alternative (3) is recommended, after considera-
tion of cost and other factors. Taking into account the
size of the factory and the amount of data that need to be
handled, a microcomputer is already quite adequate, even
after allowing for future expansion. This is the first
time the factory ventures into the use of electronic data
processing facilities. The owner is cost conscious and
hesitant to invest a large sum of money in a system whose
usefulness is not yet evident. Instead, he wished to
start with a stringent budget which could be expanded
subsequent to a reappraisal of the initial attempt.
Also, at the present stage, personnel in the
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company are virtually ignorant about computers. Through
the process of developing the new microcomputer system
almost from scratch, it is hoped that the relevant person-
nel will become more acquainted with computer applica-
tions and have a better understanding of the working and
limitations of computers. The use of microcomputers on-
the-job provides personnel training and exposure to
computers. Later, if it becomes necessary to computerize
other functional areas, such as accounting, or to shift to
a larger computer system, the staff will be able to cope
-with the changes.
Thus, from a practical standpoint, the develop-
ment and use of microcomputer in inventory management of
the factory represents the most feasible and appropriate
action under the present circumstances. The development




SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND REVIEW OF SOFTWARE
Requirements of the new system
The microcomputer system selected or designed
for inventory control in the metalware factory should meet
the following conditions:
1. It would be used in a small company,
2. It should be capable of handling at least 500 separatE
items of parts or raw materials,
3. It could be operated by users with little or no
knowledge about computer.
Thus, the microcomputer system to be used should
be interactive and simple to operate so that users will
not be required to memorize tedious operating procedures
or instructions. The dialogue should be simple enough
that no elaborate conversation between the user and the
computer is required. The user can easily key in a number
or symbol to retrieve the data. For example, inputting an
inventory part number produces a display showing quantity
of that part on hand, the reorder point, the name of its
vendor etc.. An appropiate choice is the menu-selection
system. As the users will have little or no computer
knowledge the system must have very good error-handling
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programs so as to prevent system failure due to erroneous
inputs. However, the amount of processing checks to
avoid the introduction of erroneous data or the destruc-
tion of portions of data file should be balanced against
having a system that is overcontrolled. A system with too
many error checks may never be able to run to completion.
Although the chance of fraudulence with computer system in
this company seems very small, a simple security check
should be incorporated in the system so that data-cannot
be retrieved from or written onto the files by unauthor-
ized persons.
The output of a computer system is the primary
contact between the system and the users. The quality of
this output. and its usefulness determines whether the
system will be adopted. So, it is essential that the
outputs match the needs of the users. -In a meeting be-
tween the authors and the company staff the following
desir-ed output were suggested:
1. complete listing of all inventory with all the inform-
ation on the parts,.
2. listing of all the transactions of inventory within a
period, say a month,
3. listing of updated inventory prices,
4. re-ordering report (to show parts below re-order
level)
5. inventory activity report (to show periods-of no
transaction)
6. physical inventory checklist
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7. month-to-date inventory turnover
8. year-to-date inventory turnover
It had been explained to the company staff that
in order for a computerized inventory system to work
efficiently there should be a part number system for the
inventory. The planner said that most of their customers
use part numbers and he knew the significance of a part
number system, but he would rather like an inventory
system in which parts can be identified by their part
numbers as_ well as by their part names or vendors part
number. He insisted that before the staff in the company
are acquainted with part numbers, identification of items
by their part names is a necessity. It would be more
convenient if items can also be identified by the
customers' or suppliers' part numbers.
Review of commercial software for inventory
The applications of microcomputers in business
are becoming popular in Hong Kong and software for
different business functions are available for sale in
the market. It would be a waste of effort to design a
system with programming to do work that can otherwise be
done by available commercial software. Therefore, a
review on the software in the market is necessary. The
microcomputer market is flooded with many models made by
different manufacturers, e.g. Atari, Apple, IBM, Hewlett
Packard, NEC, Osborne, Sharp and many others. Most of
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these are computers with-8-bit CPUs but some of them
have 16-bit CPUs. Software is available through the
respective agents. Business software for most of the
computers are very expensive and it is neither economical
nor worthwhile to buy one or more of these softwares and
to try out their suitability for the company. But there
is one exception. Among the various microcomputers avail-
able-in the market, the Apple II has the most abundant and
cheapest supply of software and also getting consultat-
ions from software shops on the Apple II software is much
easier than for the other computers. Therefore, the
business systems of the Apple II computers are worth
trying.
Three software packages for inventory control
and suitable for the Apple II system were found available
for sale. The following is a review of these software
packages.
(1) Inventory Control System for The Apple II Computer
The distributor of the original system software
is BPI Systems Inc. of Texas, U.S.A.. The software liter-
ature claims that it is a sophisticated inventory control
system for small business. Though the system can stand
alone, it is actually designed so that it can interface
with the "General Ledger Accounting System" and the
"Accounts Recievable System" developed by the same
company. The package comes with four 5-1/4 inches
floppy disks and a 89-page Owner's Manual. According to
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the Owners Manual, the system actually has some account-
ing functions. Besides keeping inventory data and listing
of inventory according to different indices, it can output
purchase orders, price labels, packing slips, sales
invoices, gross profit and loss statements and trial
balances. It also keeps journals of sales, merchandise
purchases, cash receipts and general journal.
The hardware requirements of the system are:
one Apple II Plus computer with 48K RAM
one 5-1/4 inches floppy disk drive with controller
-one-5-1/4 inches floppy disk without controller
one video display unit (monitor)
one printer capable of printing a minimum of 80
columns
one electronic system-activation device
Unlicensed copies of programs and Owner's Manual
are available-for sale at low prices but unfortunately
the electronic system-activation device which is supplied
by BPI Systems Inc. is not available. This electronic-
activation device is to be plugged into the circuit board
of the computer and the software will not run if without
this device. This software is sold by computer shops in
Hong Kong without notification to the customers about the
activation device. It is only until the user reads the
Owner's Manual up to page 4 and then finds out this
requirement for an activation device or rather a copyright
-protection device without which the programs cannot run.
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As this device is not available, the system cannot be
studied and commented on for this review.
(2) STOCKFILE
This inventory control system is-distributed by
Softech International Corporation. The programs are all
contained on one 5-1/4 inches floppy disk. The original
STOCKFILE package consists of a manual entitled
"Operator's guide and Reference Manual", a "Tutorial"
Manual" and two identical disks which contain the STOCK-
FILE programs on one side and a sample inventory
on the other. The disks run on an Apple II DOS 3.3
system and are copyright-protected so that the users can
.neither duplicate the program disk nor list and hence
modify the programs. In the softwares market of Hong Kong
(excluding the few dealers for original softwares) only
the disk, the Tutorial Manual and the Operator's Guide
are-available.
According to the literature in the "Tutorial
Manual", STOCKFILE was designed for the purpose of keeping
track of large number of items in inventory. It can hold
and retrieve information on up to 9486 different items,
and will produce reports to user specifications on stock
transfers, stock issue dates, the value of various group-
ings of items and other information. It provides a means
to find out quickly if a particular item is on stock and,
in what quantity, its current price and vendors, the
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outstanding order quantity and other information. The
system does not track orders, either by customers or by
suppliers, nor does it print invoices or statements.
The hardware requirements of.the system are as
follows:
one Apple II Plus computer with 48K RAM
one 5-1/4 inches floppy disk drive with a controller
one 5-1/4 inches floppy disk drive without a
controller
one additional Disk drive for each data disk used
one video display unit (monitor)
one printer which has minimum 80-column capacity
The STOCKFILE runs on a menu system from which
the following functions can be selected:
Block Data Entry: This is used for creation of inventory
files. A separate Block Data disk must be prepared to be
used for this option.
Create Index File This is to operate upon the file
which was created by the Block Data Entry function. It
sorts the data file into part number sequence, detects and
eliminates duplicate part numbers, creates necessary
indices which permit other functions of the system to
retrieve data quickly and accurately. Afterwards it re-
organizes the data file after items have been added to or
deleted from the data file.
Sort Report Sequence: This function enables reports to be
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printed in any sequence chosen by the user. Part number,
description, vendor code, manufacturer's part number,
issuing date, etc. can be chosen as an index for sorting.
A maximum of six sequences can be specified. A separate
Sort Index disk is to be used for this option.
Backup/Recovery: The function allows the user to create
backup copies of data disk (but not the program disk) or
to salvage data from damaged data disk into a backup copy.
Prepare a Diskette: All floppy disks to be used in the
system require special formatting and therefore they must
be formatted and initialized with this function.
Reset Turnover: The system maintains turnover counts on
parts. As the turnover count grows larger and larger
until the maximum number allowed by the system is reached,
the turnover count by then must be reset to zero.
Normally this count would be reset periodically, such as
weekly or monthly.
File Inquiry: Examination of inventory data on any item
will be done by this function. The part number inputted
into the system will serve as the index for searching in
the data file.
Inventory Transfer: This is to input transaction entries
of materials or parts. With this function a transaction
report.called the Transfer Audit Report will be produced.
This report lists all the transactions entered and
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indicates the items whose inventory levels have dropped
below the minimun stock levels and therefore need re-
ordering.
File Modification: This function enables the user to
change inventory information in the data file. Any
fields, except the part number, may be changed by this
function. New parts can be added. Existing parts may be
deleted and those deleted may be reinstated.
Print Inventory Report: The function runs with a menu in
which printing of various reports can be selected. The
available reports for printing include Master Listing,
Price Book, Shortages, Turnover and Checklist. The
reports may be outputted on screen or with a printer in
any sequence desired.
The STOCKFILE is an interactive computer system.
All inputs. are prompted by the computer. Its error-
handling programs eliminate most of the erroneous inputs
and error messages are indicated on the screen so that any
error can be corrected immediately. It can handle a
maximum of 9486 different items when 4 disk drives are
used (one for system programs and the other three for
data). With two disk drives it can still handle 3162
different items. It reduces clerical work in posting
entries for inventories and data calculation. And it also
prints various reports which are useful in management
decisions. The STOCKFILE is a major system and requires
considerable investment of time and effort to fully util-
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ize its functions. For an operator without previous
computer. knowledge, reading and understanding of the 25-
page Tutorial Manual and the 130-page Operator's Guide is
not an easy job. Although the number of disks to fully
utilize the functions of'the program is not too many, it
requ-ies the operator to spend much time to learn some of
the special features of the system such as the Complete
Report Definition Language which is used to design reports
to suit particular requirements.
(3) Inventory System
The system was developed by Retail Sciences,
Inc. of U.S.A.. Programs are written in the language of
Microsoft MBASIC 80, except for a set of file management
routines which is written in assembly language. This set
of routines acts as a coroutine with BASIC to map a user
key into a_physical disk address. The system consists of
three disks (two for programs and one for data of a sample
inventory system) and one 100page manual. Like all
other CP/M softwares, the distributed disks are not copy-
protected. A user can list out the program or make as
many backup copies of the disks as he likes just by using
the copy utilities of the CP/M system master. Though the
system runs on the CP/M operating system and MBASIC, these
two utilities are not provided in the system package of
the Inventory System. However, the CP/M system master
which contains the CP/M operating system, MBASIC, copying
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programs and many other utilities, can be purchased almost
at any computer shop.
The hardware requirements are as follows:
one Apple II plus computer with 48K RAM, 16K RAM
card and the Microsoft Z80 card
one 5.1/4 inches floppy disk drive with controller
one 5.1/4 inches floppy disk drive without controller
one video unit having at least 40 characters per
line and 24 lines per screen and scrolling
capabilities
one printer capable of printing 132 characters per
line
The Inventory System is a menu-driver, system in
which all the functions available are shown on a 2-page
menu on the monitor screen. By striking the respective
calling keys shown in the menu, the different available
functions can be called on to operate. The various
functions provided by the system are briefly described as
follows:
Inventory Maintenance:
The master file of the system is to be main-
tained by this program. Each record of the file contains
twenty-four fields on information concerning item number,
description, costs, vendor references, stock level, re-
ordering level, reordering quantity, etc.. With this
function, new inventory items can be added and existing
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records queried, changed or deleted. The user can choose
to modify a field in all or some of the selected records.
The item number and the department number are inputted to
serve as indices for searching data in the file.
Transaction Entry:
Information on transactions of inventory items
is inputted to the transaction file of the system by this
program. Transactions can be classified as sales,
returns, receipts or adjustments, and are identified by
different transaction codes. The date, quantity and mode
of each transaction are kept in the transaction file which
will be used to update the master file whenever current
information on any item is required.
Detail Inventory List:
This program produces a complete listing of the
inventory files, including the information of all items.
The listing can be for all departments or for certain
departments only. as desired by the user.
Physical Inventory Worksheet:
This program produces worksheets for physical
stock taking. On the worksheets, there is listing of all
items by'department, showing the item number, description,
vendor's code and vendors item number. The calculated
book balance is provided along with the space for insert-
ing the actual balance by physical count. Another space is
provided for comments on any discrepancy found between the
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book and actual balances. The user can choose to print
worksheets for all departments or just for certain select-
ed departments only.
Inventory Status Report:
Reports generated by this program show basic inform-
ation such as item number, description, etc. and the
activities within the period (normally one month). The
current balances, current costs and total valuations are
also shown.
Inventory Price List:
The function lists out all items by department,
showing the part number, description, vendor code and item
number together with the calculated inventory balances and
the current prices.
Departmental Summary Report:
The report generated by this function shows the
summary for each department, indicating total inventory
values, year-to-date sales, cost of good sold and the
margins.
Reorder Report:
The master file keeps information on balances,
reordering level and reordering quantity for each item.
Whenever this routine is called, the master files will be
updated with the transaction file for the period to calcu-
late the current balances. Any item with current balance
falling below the reordering level will be shown on the
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report together with information on vendor, part descrip-
tion, reordering level, cost, and reordering quantity.
Month-to-date and Year-to-date Report:
These programs-show the transaction activities
each item has had since the beginning of the month or
year, plus the dollar value and margin for each item in
the current month or year.
End of Month:
This program should be run once at the end of
each period (usually one month) to summarize and update
all activities within the period. It also clears certain
balances to zero to prepare for a new period of process-
ing.
The Inventory System is interactive and user
oriented. -Instructions are constantly indicated by the
computer to assist the user in inputting of information
and running of the programs. The error messages help the
user to locate and correct errors. There are even re-
covery routines for hardware failure. The system is
simple to operate and the documentation is self-
instructing. Even an operator with little or no computer
knowledge can operate the system effectively after several
hours of self-training. The reports generated are quite
useful for management decisions. It is very suitable for
small businesses as it can really save clerical labour in
the keeping of inventory and the generation of management
reports. The system requires only one data disk for a
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small inventory. However, the system programs are spread
across-two program disks. So it requires some swapping of
program'disks when different programs of the system are
run.
Conclusion
For the three software packages mentioned, the
INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE APPLE II COMPUTER can
be ruled out of consideration as it cannot run without the
electronic activation device which is not available in the
local software market. Both the STOCKFILE and the
INVENTORY SYSTEM are good programs. They are suitable
for small businesses and their output more or less suit
the needs of the company. The INVENTORY SYSTEM seems
easier to operate but there is no output of Inventory
Activity Report which is much needed and emphasized by the
accountant of the company. On the other hand, while the
STOCKFILE generates Activity Reports, it does not
produce good reports on transactions. One drawback
which makes the use of these two systems unsuitable for
the company is that in both systems, items are identified
by part numbers only.
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CHAPTER V-
DESIGN OF THE NEW SYSTEM
System Logic
Since there is no appropriate software available
to suit the present requirements, a new system has to be
developed. In the development of the new information
system, a system approach is adopted. The information
system will be designed as an interacting management sub-
system and an operating subsystem, each affected by the
other. The organization is viewed as a coordinated,
systematic body with a need for a multilevel, cross-
functional, and timely flow of information. 'To start
with, a large scale computerization is.not possible at
the present stage. Therefore this project is only
restricted to the inventory control system. Figure 5.1
shows the schematic of the proposed system.
Output
The new system to be developed is based on
the output requirements desired by the company management.
One of the most frequent complaints about computers is
that they generate reports which users do not understand.
To avoid this problem, users' involvement was solicited in
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FIGURE 5.1





















the actual design of output reports. Clarity in format
and headings was stressed for all outputs. This involve-
ment of users in the design stage also helps the users
understand the new system to be developed as well as the
reports to be outputed by the new system.
In order to avoid the problem of too many
mediocre reports produced by the computer, the number of
reports needed was considered and kept to a minumum.
However, before the proposal and drafting of specifica-
tions for computer output, the users were assured that
information is always available and can be printed out if
needed. They were asked to consider except-ion report if
possible. The resulting detailed specifications of output
,reports are shown in Table-5.1. Based on these desired
outputs, the inputs required-are determined.
Input
Usually in the introduction of new management
systems, new sets of source documents are also introduced.
However, the users may find the new forms more complicated
and difficult to understand than the existing ones. To
overcome this problem,. existing documents are to be used
as source input as far as possible. It is recognized that
the existing system is too primitive and lacks in some
basic fundamental documents. Therefore, the introduction
of a limited number of documents to supplement this defic-
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current balance on hand
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TABLE 5.1- (CONTINUED)
2. TRANSACTIONS REPORT FOR MONTH
Distribution planner and accountant
Form printed
frequency each month
















3. INVENTORY PRICE BOOK























5. SLOW-MOVING INVENTORY REPORT
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beginning balance for month
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TABLEE 5.1- (CONTINUED)
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Recently, the trend in the design of information
systems is to collect data as close to their sources as
possible. The objective of this-philosophy is to elimin-
ate data transcription, both for the purposes of avoiding
errors and for reducing the time required to get data
into the computer. The ultimate in automatic data collec-
tion is sensors attached to the input of a realtime
system. Such sensors are called intermediate inputting
units. Examples of intermediate device for inputting are
punched card readers, paper tape readers, magnetic ink
character readers (MICR), optical character readers
(OCR), optical mark readers (OMR), etc.. Compared to the
intermediate input devices there are direct entry devices.
Examples of direct entry devices are keyboard, OCR/A and
other wand readers, VDU/light pens and joysticks, voice
recognition devices, dial, button and lever selection,
analog to digital converters, etc.. Intermediate input
devices are not applicable to microcomputer systems as
they are too expensive and therefore unjustified for
microcomputer.systems in which low capital investment and
operating costs are very much emphasized. The keyboard is
chosen as the direct entry device as it is part of the
microcomputer system and no extra cost is incurred.
The source documents to be used for input to the





4. Return Notes existing
existing5. Requisition Notes
existing6. Finished Goods Transfer note
new7. Adjustment Notes
The system does not track purchase orders. But
the purchase orders to suppliers and invoices from
customers can both be used as sources of input data for
cost information. When the sales department receives
purchase orders from customers, the unit costs can be
entered into the inventory file. The purchase order from
the company to suppliers will also serve the same purpose.
When delivery is to be made, a delivery note will be
issued by the sales department. Goods are issued from the
warehouse based on the delivery note and copies of
delivery note will accompany the goods to be delivered to_
customers. The customers will have to sign a copy of the
delivery note and return it to the company through the
delivery man. On the other hand, the company's planner
will, based on the copy of delivery note, enter the inform-
ation of transaction in the transaction file. Returns
either from customers or to suppliers will pass the ware-
house with return notes on which there will be date of
transaction, quantity of transaction, reference document
number such as purchase order etc,'and comments on the
return. This information-will be keyed into the computer
and stored in the inventory transaction file. Materials-
will be issued for production based on material requisi-
tion notes issued by the production department with
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reference to work orders from the sales department. Left-
over materials after. completion of production runs will be
returned to the warehouse with materials return notes.
Finished goods are supposed to be transferred to the
warehouse for delivery. The transfer may be on paper only
without actual physical transfer of the goods from the
production floor to the warehouse. This is necessary
because most of the time the finished goods are delivered
to customers immediately after completion of production.
Another set of copies for the above-mentioned documents
should be kept by the sales department in the office so
that cost -information and status of each purchase order
can be kept track of. A new piece of document is to be
introduced. This is the Adjustment note. Management of
the company is impressed by the importance of physical
taking of inventory. As part of the introduced new
system, there will be physical inventory taking bi-
monthly. Any discrepancy between book and actual quantity
will be adjusted in the inventory book. Any writing-off of
materials will also be adjusted in the book accordingly.
The Adjustment note will be initiated by the planner and
counter-signed by the general manager. The sales depart-
ment will enter the adjustment as a transaction in the
month into the transaction file. Figure .5.2 and 5.3 are
flowcharts showing the documentary flow in the new system.
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FIGURE 5.2
DOCUMENTARY FLOWCHART (PURCHASING) OF NEW INVENTORY SYSTEM
TERIALS DEPT. AhEHOUSE

















































































































































Data in the system is to be stored in the form
of files on 5-1/4 inches floppy disks. The files are
mainly the master inventory file and the transaction files
for different periods. Records in the master file very
often need to be updated individually, for example, due to
changes of prices or switching of suppliers. Therefore,
random access file is used for the master inventory.
Serial sequential storage is used within the file so that
the address of any item record can be calculated from the
item number and thus can be located directly. The
transaction files, on the other. hand, are opened as
sequential files. Items may not have unique records
within the transaction files. Any item may have more than
one record of transaction in a transaction file. A.newly
added record will not affect the existing records at the
inputting stage. Added records are to be-appended to the
end of transaction files which are identified by the month
of transactions. Therefore, at.the beginning of each
month (actually at the end of the previous month), after
the updating process has been done, the transaction file
for the previous month will be closed and a new
transaction file will be opened so as to record
transactions in the coming-month.
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Codin
As part of the new inventory system, a new part
number system has been developed. The present manual
system of the company provides no formal part numbers.
Therefore there is complete freedom in the developing of
the new part number system. The developed part number
system is simple and -it allows room for future expansion.
A part number will- be in the form of XXXX-YYY, where XXXX
is-a four-digit number and YYY is a three-digit number.
This part number carries much more information than an
identification number. The number YYY will be used as a
key to identify records in files. XXXX carries inform-
ation on the type of the parts. Details of the design-
ations of the number XXXX in the part number are shown in
Tables 5.2 and 5.3. Management of the company will be
advised to take the implementation of the new part numbers
seriously so that all personnel in the company will use
part numbers on any documents as identification of parts.
The reason is that identification of parts by part names
is not efficient. In future, if possible, only part
numbers will be used as identification of parts for docu-
ments, searching and processing in the computer. The
number YYY is a serial number assigned to a part by the
computer when the part is first added to the master inven-
tory file. It is this number which locates the respective
record of the part in the master file.
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TABLE 5.2
DESIGNATIONS OF CODES IN PART NUMBER
record number in master file
serial number for parts





DESIGNATIONS FOR DIFFERENT DIGITS OF PART NUMBER
0 0-9 reserved for moulds, dies 0-09
and production toolings
1 0 steel sheets 0-99
1 copper sheets 0-99
3 0-99phosphor bronze sheets
4 aluminium sheets 0-99
5 0-99stainless steel sheets
6 0-99silicon steel sheets
7 plastic sheets 0-99
8 fibre sheets 0-99
9 any new material 0-99
n 0-9 for future expansion 0-99
3-4 0-9 0-99for parts
5-9 0-9 0-99for finished goods
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Error:
Internal checks are incorporated at every input
stage.so that errors such as wrong type of data or value
of input data exceeding that allowed by the respective
fields may be screened out during the input stage. Errors
such as transcription errors, transposition errors, double
transposition errors and random errors cannot be checked
out as no check digit is used. However, there are editing
stages in which individual fields of records can be exam-
ined manually and any error is corrected before the data
are actually written onto the files.
Processing
The overall system flowchart is shown in Figure 5.4.
It will be in the form of batch processing where documents
for transactions within a day will be gathered and the
data inputted into the computer at. the end of the day.
Hardware Requirement
The proposed inventory system is a very small
one which is typical of the numerous metalware components
manufacturing companies in Hong Kong. As speed of compu-
tation is not important for a system like this a micro-
computer with 8-bit central processing unit is capable of
doing the jobs required. In the Hong Kong market the


















is many. The differences among these microcomputers are
not much though the prices vary in quite large ranges.
The Apple type of computers is by far the cheapest and
would be the best choice if software support is also taken
into consideration. In order that the system and future.
developed systems can make use of the large bank of soft-
ware available, the Apple II Plus or equivalent micro-
computer is selected for the proposed system. The de-
tailed requirements of the system are listed as follows:
one Apple II Plus or equivalent 8-bit computer with
48K RAM
one 5-1/4 floppy disk drive with controller
one 5-1/4 floppy disk drive without controller
one video display unit (monitor, green colour)




COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE NEW INVENTORY SYSTEM
Program Overview
Based on the system design, a program logic was
designed for the operation program of the system. The
program was designed to be as interactive as possible.
For the microcomputer used, there are several programming
languages available. Because FORTRAN and PASCAL needs
compiling of the source programs, the editing of these
programs would be more tedious. Therefore BASIC was
chosen as the language for the program. There are three
types of BASIC languages available to the chosen computer
they are the Integer BASIC, Applesoft BASIC and Microsoft
BASIC 80. Integer BASIC is good for its speed but it is
not capable of doing float-point-calculation. Microsoft
BASIC 80 has more powerful commands than the other two.
But if this language is to be used, a peripheral card
called Z-80 and the CP/M system master disk is required.
The Applesoft BASIC is stored in the ROM of the computer
so that no extra components or software are required.
This language can handle float-point calculations, though
at a lower speed. The editing and debugging facilities of
the Applesoft BASIC are superior to the other two and
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hence the Applesoft BASIC was chosen as the programming
language for this project.
The inventory system was divided into modules so
as to facilitate easy modifications and also to overcome
the limited memory space of the microcomputer. Each of
these modules is a set of programs doing distinctive
operation and each of these modules can be called from a
main menu. All the programs are contained in one floppy
disk so that swapping of disks will not be necessary.
A listing of the programs is shown in Appendix I.
Program Logic
There are altogether five modules details of
which are used below:
(1) System Set-up Program
When the inventory system is booted the program
will run automatically. There isa simple security check.
The user has to key in a password consisted of six charac-
ters. The screen will only show a letter X whenever a
key in the keyboard is pressed. Therefore, anyone nearby
may not see the password being inputted into the computer.
The input password is then checked with the pre-set pass-
word which is stored on the inventory system disk. If the
two do not match, there will be an error message and the
user is prompted to input the password again. The system
will proceed only after the correct password has been
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inputted. There is a hidden routine the calling key of
which is only known to an authorized person. This routine
is used'to change the password of the system whenever
necessary.
After passing the security check the computer
will prompt for the input of a date. This date will be
recorded in'records of transactions for the day and also
it will appear on reports which are to be printed on that
day. There is a routine to check errors in the input date
so that the computer will reject inputs such as 31st of
April, 29th-of February 1983 etc.. On the other hand 29th
of February will be accepted if the year entered is a-
leap year.
(2) Main Menu
At the end of the system set-up program the
module of main menu is called upon. The main menu will be
shown on the screen as in figure 6.1. Selection of option
is just by means of pressing the number key for the res-
pective option. As there are only five options available,
any input number other than 1 to 5 will be neglected.
Inside the module of the main menu, there is a routine
which is not shown on the screen menu. The routine is
used to change the password to the system. The calling
key for this routine is only known to an authorized person
of the company and it is in the form of a string of









(3)- END OF MONTH
(4)- PRINTING OF INVENTORY REPORTS
(5)- EXIT INVENTORY SYSTEM
ENTER SELECTION NUMBER (1- 5)?
FIGURE 6.2
FILE MAINTENANCE MENU




(2)- TO QUERY EXISTING RECORDS
(3)- TO CHANGE EXISTING RECORDS
(4),- TO ADD NEW INVENTORY ITEMS
(5)- TO DELETE EXISTING RECORDS
(6)- RETURN TO MAIN MENU
ENTER SELECTION NUMBER (1- 6)?
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covered by pressing the keyboard randomly is rare. When-
ever necessary the password to the system may be changed
by this routine.
(3) File Maintenance
This is the program to do manipulations on the
master file of inventory. The-master file is a random
access file with each record divided into 21 fields. The
following is a list of the fields. In the bracket immed-
iately after each field name, there is a number and an
alphabet after a comma. The number denotes the number of
character spaces allowed for the respective field
and the alphabet denotes whether the field data will be
mnemonic (N) or numerical (N).
in the form of XXXX-YYY where1. item number (8,M)
XXXX and YYY are integers
name of item2. ITEM NAME (15,M)
brief specification of item3.. DESCRIPTION (18,M)
(4, M)4. UNITS unit of measure, e.g kg, pcs.
code for vendor/customer(8 H)5. VENDOR CODE
item number used by vendor/6. VENDOR ITEM# (8 N)
customer for the item
calculated from dividing total7. AVERAGE COST (5,N)
purchase quantity by total
purchase cost
current buying cost8. CURRENT COST (5,N)
reorder item if stock quantity9. REORDER LEVEL (7,N)
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drops below this number
quantity ordered at one time10. REORDER QTY. (7,N)
total quantity purchased from11. YTLP PURCH.Q (10,N)
beginning of year to last
period
total cost of purchases from12.. YTLP PURCH.$ (10,N)
beginning of year to last
period
total quantity used from13. YTLP USAGE.Q (10,x')
beginning of year to last
period
total cost of item used from14. YTLP USAGE.$ (7,N)
beginning of year to last
period
balance quantity at the start15. BEGINNING BAL (10,N)
of current period, calculated
by adding (YTLP PURCH.Q-
YTLP USAGE.Q) to balance at
beginning of year
quantity of purchase for16. PTD PURCH QTY (7,N)
beginning of period to date
quantity used from beginning17. PTD USAGE QTY (7,N)
of period to date
quantity of adjustment within18. PTD ADJUST QTY (7,N)
the current period
quantity on hand on date of19. BAL. ON HAND (1U,N)
inquiry, calculated from add-
ing (PTD PURCH- PTD USAGE)
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BEGINNING BALANCE of period
20. INACTIVITY (2,N)
number of consecutive periods
counting from current period,
for which the item has no
transactions
21. FLAG a flag showing the existence(1,N)
of the part in inventory, it
will be changed from 1 to 0
when the part is deleted
When the FILE MAINTENANCE is selected from the
main menu, the module of FILE MAINTENANCE will be loaded
from the system disk. A menu as shown in Figure 6.2 will
be seen on the screen. There are altogether six options
for this module. The user can choose to use item number,
item name or vendor item number to access any record in
the master file.
INITIALIZE SYSTEM is used to create blank data
disks for the storage of inventory data. The program
formats blank disks and then create a random access file
and a sequential file for the master and transaction files
respectively. The computer will provide step by step
instructions so that the user only has to follow the
instructions and the job will be completed without any
problem.
The user can examine any record in the master
file by choosing the option of TO QUERY EXISTING RECORDS.
After inputting of either the item number, item name or
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vendor item number the respective record will be shown on
the screen. A sample of the screen display is shown in
Appendix II.
When there is any change of information on any
particular item, changes on the different fields of that
particular record can be done by the option of TO CHANGE
EXISTING RECORDS. Fields one to nineteen will be shown on
the screen with the field names and the respective data,
as shown in Appendix III. The user will then choose the
field to.be changed by pressing the number designating
that record. Certain fields in which data are calculated
from data of other-fields cannot be changed directly by
the user. Fields that cannot be changed directly by users
are AVERAGE COST, BEGINNING BALANCE and BALANCE ON HAND.
After the changes are made, the user may edit the whole
record and make any corrections before the record is
written onto the master file.
New records are to be added to the master file
by the option of TO ADD NEW INVENTORY ITEMS in which the
.different field names of a record is shown on the screen
and the user then input data following the order shown on
the screen. Input of wrong type of data, such as mnemonic
when a numerical value is required, will be rejected so
that the user can input the correct data again. Editing
facility is provided befor.e the new record is written
onto the master file.
If an item is to be deleted from the inventory,
the option TO DELETE EXISTING RECORDS should be called.
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The record corresponding to the input item number, item
name or vendor item number will be shown on the screen and
the user is asked by the computer to confirm deletion of
the record shown. A negative reply will cancel the dele-
tion command. On receiving a positive reply from the
user, this program turns the flag in field #21 of the
record in the master file from 1 to 0 and this record will
then be recognized by file reading programs as non-exist-
ing. If this method of indication flag is not used and
deletion of record is actually done, then there will be an
end of file message when the record is to reached as the
file is read sequentially.
After the desired operation is done and the FILE
MAINTENANCE MENU is shown on the screen, pressing 6 will
return to the MAIN MENU.
(4) Transactions
When the option of TRANSACTIONS is selected from
the MAIN MENU, a menu called transaction menu will be
shown on the screen. The transaction menu provides five
options as shown in Figure 6.3. Selection of programs is
by means of pressing the number for the corresponding
desired program. There will be one transaction file for
each month. The transaction file is a sequential file
consisted of ten fields. Details of these fields are
shown below where the alphabet inside a bracket denotes








(2)- QUERY OF TRANSACTIONS
(3)- LISTING OF TRANSACTIONS
(4)- PRINTING OF TRANSACTION FILE
(5)- RETURN TO MAIN MENU
INPUT CHOICE -(1- 5)?
FIGURE 6.4
MENU FOR TYPES OF_TRANSACTION
STRONG GAIN INDUSTRIAL COMPANY LTD.
INVENTORY SYSTEM
TRANSACTION ENTRY
(1)- RECEIPT OF PURCHASE
(2)- RETURN TO VENDOR
(3)- ISSUE TO PRODUCTION
(4)- RETURN FROM PRODUCTION
(5)- DELIVERY TO CUSTOMER
(6)- RETURN FROM CUSTOMER
(7)- TRANSFER FROM PRODUCTION
(8)- ADJUSTMENT
(9)- RETURN TO TRANSACTION MENU
NUMBER FOR TRANSACTION TYPE (1- 9)?
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(1) DATE This is the date inputted at(M)
the system set up program
(2) TRANSACTION (m) PURC= reciept of purchase
CODE RETV= return to vendor
ISSU= issue to production
RETP= return from production
DLRY= delivery to customer
RETC= return from customer
ADJU= adjustment
TNFR= finished goods transfer
item number XXXX-YYY(3) ITEM NUMBER (M)
(4) ITEM -NAME{ m) name of eight characters
purchase number for PURC, RETV(5) REF. NUMBER 1 (1.1)
DLRY AND RETC
work order number for ISSU,
RETP and TNFR
adjustment note number for
ADJU
delivery note number for PURC,(6) REF. NUMBER 2 (M)
DLRY, RETV, RETC
return note number for RETP
material requisItion number
for ISSU
transfer note number for TNFR
adjustment note number for
ADJU
quantity of transaction(7) TRANSACT. QTY (N)
unit price of the transaction(8) UNIT PRICE (N)
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(9) UNIT (M): unit of ,measure, e. g. kg, pcs.
(10) COMMENT (M): brief comment on transaction
INPUT TRANSACTION is the program by which all
types of transaction-data are to be inputted into the
transaction file. When the number 1 is pressed in the-
transaction menu, the screen will showa sub-menu for
various types of transactions being recognized by the
system, as shown in Figure 6.4. The appropriate format
with the ten field names as listed above will be shown on
the screen after a number from the sub-menu is pressed.-
The user then inputs the data corresponding to the field
names shown in order except that it will not be required
to input the date as this has been done in the system set-
up. Editing is possible before the new record of transac-
tion is written onto the transaction file. A screen page
of-a sample transaction record is shown in Appendix III.
At the start of the program of QUERY OF
TRANSACTIONS the user is asked to choose a search index
from item number, item name or reference document number.
After the input of the search index, the computer will
prompt for the input for month of transaction. The tran-
saction file for the corresponding month will be opened
and the records read one by one. If the corresponding
field of a record matches the search index, the record
will be shown on the screen. After the user has finished
examination of the record and notified the computer, the
computer will keep on searching for more transactions for
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the part of the same search index until the end of file is
reached. The message of "no transaction for the part"
will appear if no record for the part is found in the
transaction file.
LISTING OF TRANSACTION FILE lists on the screen
records of the transaction file for a particular month,
one by one until the end of file is reached,
PRINTING OF TRANSACTION FILE prints hard copy of
the transaction file for a particular month.
Pressing number "5" from the transaction menu
will return control to the main menu.
(S) End of Month
At the end of every month, this program is run
to update the master file and generate data for inventory
reports. The transaction file of the month is sorted
first so that different transactions of the same item will
be merged to generate a summary of transactions for the
item. The resulting records of transaction summary will
be written onto a summary transacation file. This summary
transaction file. will then be used to update the master
file. The INACTIVITY NUMBER (field 20) of a record will
be converted to zero if there is at least one transaction
for the item in the month and the INACTIVITY NUMBER will
be increased by one if there is no transaction for the
item within the month. At the end of the program a new
transaction file for the next month is created so as to
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prepare for the accepting of transaction data for the next
month.
(6) Printing of Inventory Reports
The END-OF-MONTH program must be run before this
program. Therefore when this option is selected from the
main menu the user will be reminded to run the END-OF-
MONTH program. The program will proceed if a positive
answer is inputted into the computer. A report-printing
menu, as indicated in figure 6.5, will be shown on the
screen.
The INVENTORY MASTER LISTING prints hard copies
of the updated master file. All fields, except field 20
(INACTIVITY NUMBER) and field 21 (FLAG), of all records
are printed onto paper as shown in Appendix IV.
The transaction report for month is printed by
the TRANSACTION program. Therefore, when the TRANSACTION
REPORT FOR. MONTH is selected from the report-printing
menu, the user is asked to refer to the TRANSACTION
program. Format of the transaction report for month is
shown in Appendix V.
When the REORDER REPORT is selected, the balance
on hand (field 19) will be compared with the reorder level
(field 9) for every record in the updated master file. IF
the balance on hand is smaller than the reorder level,.















SELECT NUIMIBER (1- 8)?
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be printed into the reorder report, as illustrated in
Appendix VI.
When the SLOW-MOVING INVENTORY REPORT is selec-
ted, the user is asked to input the number of months of
inactivity as the criterion of slow-moving. Then the
inactivity number (field 20) of every record in the master
file will be compared to this criterion. If the inactiv-
ity number of a record is equal to or greater than the
inputted number then the fields 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 19 and 20
of the record will be printed into the slow-moving inven-
tory report as shown in Appendix VII.
By means of the option of INVENTORY- PRICE BOOK,-
a hard copy of the average and current costs of all items
in inventory is printed. Fields 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8 of
records in the master file will be printed (Appendix
VIII).
When the MONTH-TO-DATE or YEAR-TO-DATE INVENTORY
TURNOVER REPORT is selected, a program similar to the END-
OF-MONTH program is run. The transaction file for the
month is sorted so that transactions for the same item
will be written onto a temporary file. This temporary
transaction file is then merged with the master file to
form a temporary file. The user is asked whether the
MONTH-TO-DATE or YEAR-TO-DATE INVENTORY TURNOVER REPORT or
both are required for printing. For the MONTH-TO-DATE
report, fields 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19 of the
records in the temporary master file are printed together
with a cost of inventory on hand calculated by multiplying
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the balance quantity on hand (field 19) by the average
cost (field 7). For the YEAR-TO-DATE report, fields 1, 2,
3, 4, 7, 10, (11+16), (13+17), 18 and 19 are printed
together with the total cost of balance inventory on hand.
After the printing is done, the temporary files will be
deleted.
Fields 1, 2, 3, 4 and 19 of each record in the
updated master file will be printed together with a space
alongside the book balance of quantity on hand. The
printout forms a checklist (Appendix IX) for' physical
inventory taking. The quantities from actual counts are
then filled in the corresponding spaces in the checklist.
This checklist makes physical taking easier and any




SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES
Summary
The following is a summary of the major findings
and works described in this report:
1. The existing inventory control system of Strong Gain
Industrial Co. Ltd. was studied in detail through direct
observations and interviews with the relevant personnel
in the factory. In the current system, a planner is
basically responsible for inventory control, although
major decisions are made by the owner. Incoming
customer purchase orders are processed by the planner.
He will check if sufficient raw materials are available
and make replenishments when necessary. Under him, a
storekeeper is in charge of the warehouse. The store-
keeper is also responsible for delivery of finished
goods. When he is not in the factory, anyone with-
drawing materials from the warehouse without signing in
the log book would leave no record in the inventory
book.
2. Several weaknesses in the inventory control system were
identified, as listed below:
a) No reports of any kind are generated for management
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information and decision.
b) Regular full scale physical stock take is not
conducted. As a result, discrepancy between actual
and book stock quantity cannot be adjusted. Also,
any abnormal spoilage, loss or fraud involving
inventory cannot be discovered in time.
c) Responsibilities for inventory control among the
several personnels involved are not properly
assigned. The planner is supposedly performing the
purchasing function of the factory when very often
the owner purchases raw materials without informing
the planner befor-ehand. T-he storekeeper is held
responsible for looking after the physical inventor-
ies when he is often away from the factory. In
general, there is no co-ordinator to pool together
the works of the various persons.
U' There is no policy governing the reorder point and
the reorder quantities. Purchase decisions are
based on the past experience of the individuals con-
cerned. Misjudgement, resulting in over- or under-
stocking, is not uncommon.
3. In an attempt to improve on the existing system, the
following recommendations are proposed:
a) Responsibilities among the various persons on
inventory control should be reallocated. The
production supervisor should be in charge of the.
physical inventories since he is present in the
factory all the time and is actively involved in
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material withdrawal. He is in the best position
to explain any discrepancy that may arise. The
storekeeper is relieved of the store-keeping duty.
Instead, when he is in the factory, he will assist
the planner in whatever jobs assigned him. The
planner is responsible for the overall inventory
control, including production and material planning,
purchasing, preparing various inventory reports and
conducting stock takes.
A physical stock take should be performed bi-b)
monthly. The frequency may be adjusted subject to
future requirements.
Computerization of the inventory control system isc
necessary for continuous monitoring of stock levels
and generation of various reports. A microcomputer
system in most suitable for this purpose under the
present circumstances, in consideration of the
amount of data to be handled, the cost involved and
the personnel resources available in the factory.
4. The requirements of the microcomputer system to be
developed were discussed, including the general
conditions and outputs desired. It was decided that
the following hardware would be required and used:
An Apple II Plus microcomputer with 48K RAM
Two 5-1/4 inches floppy disk drives
• A video display unit (monitor)
• A printer of 132 characters per line.
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Three commercial softwares for inventory management
available in Hong Kong were reviewed. The "Inventory
Control System for the Apple II Computer", "Stockfile"
and "Inventory System" are good softwares for general
inventory management. However, each of these alone
does not generate all the reports desired by the
management of the factory. Furthermore, in all of
these.software systems, items are identified by part
numbers, not part names. The staff of the factory
maintained that part numbers were unfamiliar to them.
They would require identification by part names.as
well, as least at the initial stage. Thus, it was
decided that a tailor-made software system should be
designed and developed for the factory.
The system logic of the designed software system wasS.
discussed. Users' involvement in the design stage was
emphasized. Specifications of the various reports were
formulated and described in detail. Data are to be
inputted into the computer through the keyboard.
Existing documents would be used as sources of inputs
as.far as possible. Only one new source document, the
Adjustment Note, needs to be introduced. It is used to
record the discrepancy between the actual and book
quantity and the quantity of obsolete materials to be
written off. Files in the system include the master
inventory file and the transaction files. The master
file is randomly accessed while the transaction files
are opened as sequential files. A coding system for
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identifying each raw material by a part number was
introduced. Error checks were incorporated in the
system to screen out erroneous inputs. The overall
system flowchart was also depicted.
6. Applesoft BASIC was the language used in the program-
ming of the,software system. Programs in the system
are divided into six modules, as summarised below:
a) System Set-up Program.. It prevents unauthorized
entry into the system by asking the user to enter!
the right password.
b) Main Menu. The program-allows the user to choose
any one of the function options in the main menu
that he wants the computer to perform.-
c) File Maintenance. It provides for manipulation on
the master inventory file, allowing the user to
query, alter or delete records in the master file,
as well as to add new inventory items.
d) Transactions. The program is used to record trans-
actions of inventories occurring in the factory
within a given period. It allows users to query,
list or print records from the transaction files.
e) End of Month. This program is run at the end of
each month to update the master file and generate
data for inventory reports.
f) Printing of Inventory Report. It prints hard
copies of the various inventory reports needed for
management review.
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Suggestions for Future Studies
No computer system can be perfect, particularly
when it is first developed, as in the present study. It
must be realized that the computer system described in the
report has limitations. Certainly, much can still be done
to improve and elaborate on it.
Under the present system, each record in the
master file refers to a different raw material, not
individual purchase orders. When a vendor makes a partial
delivery of the quantities listed in a purchase order,
there is no means to tell whether a particular order has
been completed or not. It is suggested, as a future work,
that the system be elaborated to include records on every
purchase order so that any particular order can be
followed until it is completed.
When a customer order is received, the planner
can always check from the computer the quantity of the
required raw material at stock. However, the computer
does not tell whether or not that quantity is freely
available for use because that amount may have already
been assigned for use in another customer order. Hence,
the planner has to check all other customer orders to
ascertain the situation, which is a tedious job.
Probably, the system can be improved to allow the quantity
available for new orders to be indicated as well.
In addition, the system can be expanded to
provide costing functions. When the owner receives a
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request for quotation of a new product involving the use
of many different raw materials, he often finds it time-
consuming to work out the material cost. Since costs of
various materials are already stored in the master
inventory file, it is only one step further for material
cost to be calculated, by incorporating a cost-calculatinj
program in the system.
Finally, it is suggested that other routine
operations of the factory, such as bookkeeping, payroll
and production scheduling, may also be computerized. Witi
the experience gained in the development and use of the
present computer system, the staff in the factory should
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440 REM CHECK PASSWORD
4GO REM
460 REM
470 VTAB 8: PRINT: PRINT INPUT PASSWORD: BCDStJB 103
50
430 PRINT CHR3 (4):OPEN PASSWORD
490 PRINT CHR (4):READ PASSWORD
COO INPUT PD$
tlO PRINT CHR3 (4):CLOSE PASSWORD
520 IF PD= PW THEN 590
13-0 PRINT: PRINT CHR (7): ILLEGAL PASSWORD: FOR I=




560 REM INPUT DATE
570 REM
580 REM
590 VTAB 14: PRINT ENTER TODAY'S DATE
600 POKE- 16368.0
510 PRINT: PRINT INPUT AS DDMMYY:-
620 VTAB 17: HTAB 23: PRINT———
530 I= 1: DT=
540 VTAB 16: HTAB 22+ I: BET A: PRINT A
650 DT•--- DT+ A
560 1=1+1: IF I 8 THEN 690
670 IF I 3 OR I= 6 THEN 1= 1+ 1
580 GOTO 640
590 DD= VAL( LEFT$ (DT$.2):MM= VAL( MID DT$.3,2)
): YY= VAL C RIGHT (DT.2))
700 IF MM 12 OR MM 1 OR DD 1 THEN G0TC3 10500
710 IF MM= 1 OF: MM= 3 OR MM= 5 OR MM= 7 OR MM= 8 OR
MM= 10 OR MM= 12 THEN 800
720 IF MM= 2 THEN 750
730 IF DD 30 THEN 10500
750 IF INT (YY 4)= YY 4 THEN 780
760 IF DD 23 THEN 10500
770 GOTO 1000
780 IF DD 29 THEN 10500
800 IF DD 31 THEN 10500
S10 PRINT CHR (4)sOPEN DATE
820 PRINT CHR (4):WRITE DATE
330 PRINT DT
840 PRINT CHE 4:CLOSE DATE
900 PRINT CHE (4):RUN MAIN MENU. PGM
9950 REM
9960 REM i
9970 REM PRINT HEADING
9980 REM
9990 REM
10000 HOME: PRINT STRONG GAIN INDUSTRIAL COMPANY LTD
10010 PRINT: HTAB 12: PRINT INVENTORY SYSTEM
10020 IF DT~ THEN 10060
10030 DD= LEFT DT.2):MM= MID (DT.3.2):YY= RIGHT
DT.2
10040 TD= DD++ MM++ YY




10347 REM INPUT PASSWORD
10348 REM
10349 REM
10350 POKE- 1636b.0:PW=: FOR 1= 1 TO 6
10360 VTAS 9: HTAB 17+ I: GET A: PRINT X






10497 REM ERROR-ILLEGAL DATE
10498 REM
10499 REM
10500 PRINT: PRINT CHR (7):ILLEGAL DATE: FOR I= 1 TO
500: NEXT
10510 VTAB 18: PRINT




310 PRINT CHRT (4)sOPEN DATE
820 PRINT CHRT (4):READ DATE
330 INPUT DT?
840 PRINT CHRT (4):CLOSE DATE
?wO REM
960 REN
970 REM MAIN MENU
980 REM
990 REM
lOoO PRINT CHE? (7): GQSUB 10000
1010 HTA8 15: PRINT MAIN MENU
1020 PRINT
1030 VTA8 8: PRINT OPTIONS
1040 VTAB Us HTAB 5 s PRINT C 1 3- FILE MAINTENCANCE
1000 PR I NT
1060 HTAB 5: PRINT 123- TRANSACTIONS
1070 PRINT
1080 HTAB 0: PRINT 133- END OF MONTH
1090 PRINT
1100 HTAB 5s PRINT C43- PRINTING INVENTORY REPORTS
1105 PRINT: HTAB 5: PRINT C53- EXIT INVENTORY CONTROL
SYSTEM
1110 PRINT
1140 VTAB 23s PRINT ENTER SELECTION NUMBER (1-4)?: VTAB
23: HTAB 33: SET AT: PRINT AT
1 150 J.F ASC (A?)= 13 THEN 1000
11.60 IF AT= CHRT (1) THEN SOTO 10200
1170 A= ASC (AT)- 48
1180 IF A 1 OR A 4 THEN 1140
1190 FOR I= 1 TO 1000: NEXT
1200 0N A S 0 T (3 2000, 3000. 17 000. 1? 0 0 0
2000 PRINT CHRT (4): RUN MAINTAIN.PGM.Dl
3000 PRINT CHRT (4): RUN TRANSACT10N.PSM.D1
9950 REM
9960 REM
9970 REM PRINT HEADING
9980 REM
9990 REM
10000 HOME: PRINT STRONG GAIN INDUSTRIAL COMPANY LTD
II
10010 PRINT: HTAB 12: PRINT INVENTORY SYSTEM
10020 IF 07T« THEN 10060
10030 DOT= LEFT? (DT T. 2): MMT= MIDT (DTT. 3.2): YYT= RIGHTT
(Dl T. 2)
10040 TDT=: DDT++ MMT++ YYT




10170 REM CHANGE OF PASSWORD
10180 REM
10190 REM
10200 HOME: VTAB 5: PRINT CHANGE OF PASSWORD
10210 PRINT: PRINT A PASSWORD SHOULD BE OF 6 CHARACTER
S
PAGE: 2
10220 PRINT: PRINT WHICH CAN BE ALPHANUMERIC
10230 PRINT: PRINT PRESS RETURN IF NO CHANGE DESIRED
10240 PRINT: INPUT INPUT NEW PASSWORD:- :PD
10250 IF PD= THEN GOTO 1000
10260 IF LEN PDS 6 THEN PRINT CHRS (7): GOTO 1
0210
10270 PRINT CHR3 (4;:OPEN PASSWORD.D2
10280 PRINT CHR$ (4):WRITE PASSWORD
10290 PRINT PD$




10347 REM INPUT PASSWORD
103-: S REM
10349 REM
10350 POKE- 16368.0:PW= s FOR I= 1 TO 6
10360 VTA.8 9: HTA8 17+ Is GET M: PRINT X
10370 PW$~ PW$+ A$
10380 NEXT I
10390 RETURN
17000 PRINT CMR (4): RUN END-OP-MONTH.D1
19000 PR INT CHR$ 4 :RUN PRINT ING.D1
J LIST
1000 PRINT LHR3 (4)sOPEN DATE.D1
1010 PRINT GHR (4);READ DATE
1020 INPUT DT
1030 PRINT CHR (4);CLOSE DATE
1100 TC$(1)= PURC:TC2= RETV:TC3= ISSU:TC$
4)= RETP: TC$ (5)- ADJIJ
1110 NN (1)= P.O. NUMBER:: NN$ (2= P.O. NUMBER
::NN(3)= UNO. NUMBER ::NN$ C4)~ W.
0. NUMBER ::NNS5= ADJ. NOTE NUMBER
1120 NV$ (1) INVOICE NUMBER ::NV$(2)~ INVOICE NUM
BER s:NV$ 3)= ROSIN NOTE NO. s:NV$4= RQ
STN NOTE NO. ::NV$C5)« ADJ. NOTE NUMBER:
1130 TQ$(1)= TRANSACTION UTY. s:TQ(2)= TRANSACTION
TV.: TUT (3)- TRANSACT ION QTY.:: TUT (4)= TR
AN;:ACTION QTY.: :TQ35)= ADJUSTMENT GiTY s
1140 IPT(l)- UNIT PRICE ::IPT(2)- UNIT PRIDE
:: IPS (3)- UN I T PR 1CE:: 1PS (4« UN
IT PRICE:: IPT (5)- UNIT PRICE:
l.OuO bUSUB 454-00
2003 HTAB 12: PRINT TRANSACTION MENU
2UlO PRINT
2015 VTAB fe: PRINT SELECTION FROM THE FOLLGNING:-
2017 VTAB 11: HTAB 3: PRINT 1. INPUT TRANSACTIONS
2020 PRINT: HTAB 3: PRINT 2. QUERRY OF TRANSACT IONS
1024 PRINT: HTAB 3: PRINT 3. LI STINO OF TRANSACTION F
ILE
1026 PRINT: HT.-.B 3: PRINT 4. PRINTING OF TRANSACTION
FILE
2.028 PRINT: HTAB 3: PRINT 3. RETURN TO MAIN MENU
2030 VTAB 23: PRINT INPUT CHOICE (1-5)?
2032 VTAB 23: HTAB 24: GET AS
2035 A= ASC (AS)- 48
2037 IF A. 1 OR A 6 THEN VTAB 23: PRINT
: GOTO 2030
2040 IF A 5 THEN 45250
2 0 50 U N A 0 0 T0 20000. 25 O00. 35000. 40000
19995 REM
19996 REM
19997 REM TRANSACTION MENU
19998 REM
19999 REM
20000 PRINT CHRS (7): GOSUB 45400
20010 HTAB 11: PRINT TRANSACTION ENTRY
20020 PRINT
2O030 VTAB 8: PRINT SELECT TYPE OF TRANSACTION:~
20040 VTAB ll: HTAB 3: PRINT 1. RECEIPT OF PURCHASE
20050 PRINT: HTAB 5: PRINT 2. RETURN TO VENDOR
20060 PRINT: HTAB 3: PRINT 3. ISSUE TO PRODUCTION
20070 PRINT: HTAB 5: PRINT 4. RETURN FROM PRODUCTION
lOoBO PRINT: HTAB 3: PRINT 5. ADJUSTMENT
20090 PRINT: HTAB 5: PRINT 6 RETURN TO TRANSACTION M
ENU
10100 VTAB 23: PRINT NUMBER FOR TRANSACTION TYPE (1-6)
O ll
J LIST
20110 VTAB 23s Hf Ab 3d: GET A: PRINT As
20120 IF AGO (A$)= 13 THEN 20000
20130 A•=• AdC (A$)- 48
20125 IF A~ 6 THEN 4 5250




20970 REM TRANSACTION ENTRY
209d0 REM
20990 REM
21000 HUME: HS'AB: PRINT TRANSACTION ENTRY
210 2 O V r A B 2• C-0 S U B 216 0 0
21100 POKE 32,20: POKE 33.20
21110 VTAB 3: PRINT LEFT (DT$. 2):; MID (DT.3,2);
; R16HI if; COTT, 2)
2.1120 VTAB 5: PRINT TC$(A
21140 I 7: J l: GO SUB 45570
21150 VTAB 9: INPUT NA
2 1 16 0 V T i-1B 1 1: IN P U T P N if:
21170 ONERP GOTO 21170
211 d '7 v T i- 8 13: IM P U 1 T U
2119 0 CJ N E R R G 0 T 0 21 J. 9 0
212o0 VTAB 15: INPUT IN
21210 IF LEN (1N) 10 THEN 21200
21220 0i 1E i-•: R G 01 C) 212 3 0
21250 V fAb l: INPUT IP
212.. 5 V T A B 19: I! T P 0 1 U N T
21257 IF LEN (UN J 4 THEN 21235
2T240 VTAB 21: INPUT CM
21250 IP LEN (C M%) 15 THEN 2124-0
2 12o 0 P (J I,£ 3 2, U: P KE 33. 40: PRIN T CHR if; C 7)
2120 V!' AB 25: PRINT C=CORRECTION G=G00D A=ABANDON EN
I RY
2.1280 VTAB 23: HTAB 39: GET A: PRINT A?
21290 J.F AT:= G THEN 220U0
2130O IF A= •A THEN 20000
21310 IF AT C THEN 21280
21320 FOR I= 1 TU 1000: NEXT
21330 VTAB 23: PRINT CHRT (7)









21620 PRINT TRANSACTION CODE:
21630 PRINT
21640 PRINT ITEM NUMBER:















12U00 TOT= TCT(A):D2T= DTT
22003 PRINT CHRT (4);OPEN TRAIN.; MIDT (DT$,3,2);.D2••• 9
12010 PRINT CHRT (4):APPEND TRAN.: MIDT D TT, 3. 2)
22013 PRINT CHE (4); WRITE TRAN.; M IDT (DTT,3,2)
12020 PRINT D2T:,; !CT:,; NlT:,; NAT;,; PNT;,; TQ;
,; INT;,; IP;, ;IJNT;,; CRT
1.2030 PR IN I CHRT( 4: CLOSE TRAIN.; M IDT (DTT .3.2)
22040 OTA8 23; PRINT ANY OTHER ENTRIES? (YN)
12048 GET AT
22080 IF AT~ V THE IN 20000
1206O IF AT N THEN 22080
22070 bOTC) 2000
12060 PNT= END: GOTO 22020
EEOuO HOnE
18010 PRINT INPUT SEARCH INDEX
23020 VThB 4: PRINT A. PARI NUMBER:
18030 PRINT: PRINT B. PART NAME:
23040 PRINT: PRINT C. DOCUMENT NUMBER:
13080 PRINT: HIAB 3: PRINT (1) WORK ORDER NO.
23060 PRINT: HTAB 3: PRINT (2) REG. NOTE NO.:
13070 PRINT: HTAB 3: PRINT (3) P.O. ORDER NO.:
23060 PRINT: HTAB 3: PRINT (4) UNVOICE NO.:
13090 PRINT: HTAB 3s PRINT (5) ADJ. NOTE NO.:
23130 VTA8 23: PRINT CHOOSE SEARCH INDEX CABC)
15160 VTAB 23: H TAB 33: GET AT
25163 IF AT A OR AT C THEN 25160
25170 IF A3= A THEN 25800
25 ISO IF AT 8 THEN 25900
1520O P0 KE- 16368.0
25210 VTAB 23: HTAB 1: PRINT CHOOSE TYPE OF DOCUMENT (1
25220 VTAB 23: HTAB 33: GET AT
25230 A~ ASC (AT)- 48
15240 IF A 1 OR A 5 THEN 23200
23245 bOTO 25400
254O 0 I= 8+ A 2
254 10 9' T A B 1: H T A B 3.0: UN P U1 D C T (A)
25420 IF LEN (DOT) 10 THEN 25400
25430 GOTG 26000
15BOO I= 4:J= 23: GOSUB 45570
25810 N2T NIT
25820 GOTO 26000
25900 VTAB 6: HTAB 22: INPUT NBT
PAGE: Z
25910 IF LEN (NAT) 15 THEN 25900
25920 GOTO 26000
26000 HONE: VTAB 10: HTAB 5: PRINT INPUT MONTH OF TRAN
SttCTION
26001 VFAB 15: HTAB 19: PRINT—
26002 VTAB 14: NTAS 18: INPUT HtlT
26005 IF LEN (MM) 2 THEN 26002
26004 IF VAL 01 NT) 1 OR VAL 0111$) 12 THEN 26002
26005 ONERR GOTO 27000
26008 I~ 1
26010 PRINT CHRT (4):OPEN TRAN.:MMT;,D2
26015 PRINT CHR$ (4); READ TRAN.; 11 NT
26030. INPUT D2T,TCT, N1T,NAT,PNtTUj INT,IP,UNT,CMT
26500 IF (N1$ N2$ OR NAT~ NB$b THEN 27500
26510 IF (DCT03)= P N$ OR DCT(2;- RNT OR DC$( 1)= INT OR
00$ (4)~ INT OR 00$ (5)•- INT OR OCT (5)•-= PNT) THEN 27
t0 0
26520 G 0 T 0 260 15
27000 PRINT CHRT (4): CL.0SE TRAN. :MM$
27001 POKE 222,0''
27002 IF 0= 1 THEN G= 0: GOTO 278O0
27003 HONE
2 7005 VTAB 10: PRINT' THE SEARCH INDEX DOES NOT EXIST IN
THE
27OIO PRINT: HTAB 12: PRINT TRANSACTION PILE
27020 bOTG 27400
2 7200 HOME: VTAB 10: HTAB 5: PRINT END OF TRANSACTION
i i. III i
27400 7TAB 16: PRINT PRESS ANY KEY TO RETURN TO TRANSAC
II UN
27410 PRINT: HTAB 18: PRINT MENU
27415 GET AT
2 7 420 G 0 T0 2000
27500 REM
27510 D2T(I)= D2'T:TCT(I)= TCT:N1T(I)= N1T:NAT(I= NAT
: PNT CI)~ PN$:TQ(I) TO: INT (I)« INT: IP(I) IP: UN(
I)= UNT:CMT(I)= CM$
27520 I= I+ 1
27530 G= 1: GOTO 26015
27800 R 1
28QUO HOME: HTAB h: PRINT TRANSACTION FILE
280 10 PKIN1——
2S020 7TAB 3: GOSUB 21600
28030 POKE 32,20: POKE 33,20
28040 7TAB 3: PRINT LEFT$ (D2T(R),2);; MIDT (D2T(R),
3,2);-; RIGHTT lD2$(R),2): PRINT: PRINT TOT(R): PRINT
: PRINT N1TCR)
28042 PRINT: PRINT NAT(R): PRINT: PRINT PNT(R)
28045 PRINT: PRINT TCKR): PRINT: PRINT INT(R): PRINT:
PRINT IP(R): PRINT: PRINT UNT(P): PRINT: PRINT CMT
R)
28050 POKE 32,0: POKE 33.40
28052 VTA6 22: PRINT PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE
28055 POKE- 16368,0
28065 VTA8 22: HTA830: GET AT




300O0 HOME: HTAB 5: PRINT MODIFY TRANSACTION RECORD
30010 VTAB 5: PRINT INPUT MONTH OF TRANSACTION:
Z 0020 HTAB 31: PRINT—
30030 VTAS 5: HTA8 30: INPUT MM
30040 IF LEN (MM) 2 THEN 30030
30050 IF VAL (MM) 1 OR VAL (MM) 12 THEN 30030•
Z0U60 VTAB 10: PRINT RECORD FOR WHICH PART?!
30070 PRINT: PRINT CHOOSE THE FOLLOWING INDEX (12)
10080 PRINT: H TAB 5: PRINT 1. PART NAME:
30090 PRINT: HTAS 5: PRINT 2. PART NUMBER:
.01UO VTAB 18: GET A
30110 A= ASC (A)- 48
Z012U IF A 1 OK A 2 THEN 3U100
30130 IF A~ 2 THEN 302O0
Z014O VTAB 4HTAB 24: INPUT
30150 bO'lG 310U0
ZO2O0 I= 16:J= 24: GGSUB 45570
30210 N2~ N 3.
ZIOOO GNERR GOTO 32000
31010 PRINT CHE (4);OPEN THAN.;MM.D2
Z 1 020 PR IN T CHE( 4); Oh'EN TR AN. TEMP
- 1030 PRINT CHE (4) ;READ TEAN. ;MM
Z 1 040 INPUT D2, TC, N1, NA, FN, Tu, IN .IP, UN, CM
2 1050 IF Nl N2 OR NA- NB THEN 31500
Z1060 PRINT CHR (4) ;WRITE 7 RAN.TEMP
31070 PRINT D2;, ;TC; ,;N1; ,;NA; ,;PN;, ;TO;
,: IN;,; IP; ,;UN; ,;CM
31000 GOTO 31030
Z15O0 HOME: HTAB 5: PRINT MODIFY TRANSACTION ENTRY
1152o VTAB 3: GGSUB 216O0
31525 POKE 32,20: POKE 33,20
Z153O V TAB 3: PRINT D2: PRINT: PRINT TC; PRINT: PRINT
N1
31540 PRINT: PRINT NA: PRINT; PRINT PN
31550 PRINT: PRINT TO: PRINT: PRINT IN: PRINT: PRINT
IP: PRINT': PRINT UN: PRINT: PRINT CM
31570 END
I 15 75 POKE 32,0: POKE 33.30
31590 VTAB 23: INPUT CORRECT ION? CYN) ;AN
Z1600 IF AN= N THEN 31060
31610 IF AN Y THEN 31590
Z200O HUME: Vl'AB 10: PRINT MODIFICATION COMPLETED
32010 PRINT: PRINT PRESS ANY KEY TO RETURN TO TRANSACT
ION
Z2O20 PRINT: PRINT MENU
32030 PRINT: GET A: GOTO 2000
Z5000 HUME: HTAB 5: P'RINT LISTING OF TRANSACTION FILE
35010 VTAB 5: PRINT CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING:~
Z5020 VTAB E: HTAB 5: PRINT 1. LIST TRANSACTION OF ONE
DAY
35030 VTAB 11: HTAB 5: PRINT 2. LIST TRANSACTION OF WH
OLE MONTH
PAGE.: 5
35060 VTAB 14: HTAB 5: PRINT' 3. RETURN TO TRANSACTION
MENU
35070 VTAB 17: PRINT INPUT NUMBER OF CHOICE
350b0 POKE- 16368,0
35090 VTAB 17: HTAB 30: GET A$
35095 I= 1
35100 A= ASC (AS)- 4b
35110 IF A 1 OR A 3 THEN 35090
35120 IF A= 3 THEN 2uOO
35130 IF A:= 1 THEN 35200
3514O VT'AB 20: hTAB 1: PRINT MONTH OF TRANSACTION?
35142 VTAB 21: H TAB 25: PRINT—
35143 VTAB 2U: hTAB 24: INPUT MM$
35150 IF LEN (MNT) 2 THEN 35140
3516V IF VAL (T1I15J 1 OR VAL (MM$ 12 THEN 35140
35170 GOTO 357VO
35200 GGSUB 45000
3 5210 L'DS= LEFT$ (21$. 2): MMS= MIDS (1)1$. 3, 2)
353V 0 014 E K R b 0 T G 35900
35302 1=1
:5305 PRINT CHR$ (4); OPEN TRAN.: MM$:, D2
35310 P RIN T QH R$ (4);'' R EA D T17 A N.; M N$
35320 INPUT D2$.TC$,N1$.NA$,PN$, T U, IN$, IP,UN$,CM$
35330 IF D2$~ D1$ THEN 35500
Z5340 GOTO 35310
355VO D2$(I)= D2$:TC$(I)= TC$:N1 $(I) N1 $:N A $(I)= NA$
: Pl4$ (I)~ PN$:TQ(I)= TO: IN$( I)= IN$:IP(I)= IP:UNT(
1)= IJN$:CM$(I)= CM$
35510 I~ I+ 1
35520 IF I= 11 THEN G= 1: GOTO 35600
35530 I-•= 1: bGTO 35310
35600 R= 1: PR 1
35610 HUME: H TAB 8: PRINT TRANSACTION FILE
35620 VT'AB 3: GuSUB 216O0
35630 POKE 32,2u: POKE 33, 20
1564V V i'AB 3: P KI NT LEFT$ (L'2s (R), 2);-: MI DS (D2$ R),
3,2);-; Rib H I$ ID 2$ (R), 2): P R INT: P RIN T T C$ (R): P RIN T
: PRINT N1$(R)
3565V PRINT: PRINT NA$(R): PRINT: PRINT PN$(R)
35655 PRINT: PRINT TOUR): PRINT: PRINT 114$ (R): PRINT:
PRINT IP (R): PRINT: PRINT UN$(R): PRINT: PRINT CMS
(R)
- To66V POKE 32. 0: PUKE 33, 4V
35665 VTAB 23: PRINT PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE
35670 POKE- 16368.0
356 5 b I-1 A$
35679 R= R+ 1
35680 IF R:= 11 THEN 35690
2D685 IF R= I THEN 359U5
35686 GOTO 35610
35690 I= 1:F= 0:G= 1: GOTO 35310
35700 GNERR GOTO 35900
35705 I= 1
35710 PRINT CHR$ (4);OPEN TRAN.;MM$:,B2
35715 PRINT CHR$ (4); READ TRAN. MM$'
PAGE: 6
3572U INPUT L2. TC? N1 NA,FN,Tu,IN,IP,UN,CM
3572b 02$ CD= D2$:TC$(I)= TCsNl$U)~ N1:NA$I):= NA
:PN(I= PN:Tu(I= Tu:lN(I)= IN: IPC I)= IP:UN
I)= UN:CM(I)= CM
35730 I=I+1:F=1
25725 IF I 10 THEN 6=1: GOT0 35600
3574U GOTO 35715
35900 PRINT CHR (4);CLOSE 7PAN.:MM
359U2 IF F= 1 THEN 35600
25905 HONE: PR 0
35907 IF 6 1 THEN 6= 0:F= 0:25960
3-5908 IF F= 1 THEN F= 0: GOTO 35960
35910 VTA8 10: HTA8 8: PRINT THERE WAS NO TRANSACTIONS
II
35915 IF A= 2 THEN 35925
25920 VTA8 13: HTAB 14: PRINT ON: LEFT D1,2);; MID
CD1$,3,2);-; RIGMT$ CD1$,2): GOTO 35930
35925 VTAB 13: HTAB 13: PRINT IN ?:MM
25930 VTA8 18: PRINT PRESS ANY KEY TO RETURN TO TRANSAC
TI UN
35940 PRINT: HTAB IB: PRINT MENU
3594 5 POKE- 16363,0 • _
15950 GET A: GOTO 2000
35960 VTA8 10: HTA8 15: PRINT END uF FILE
15970 VTAB 13: PRINT PRESS ANY KEY TO RETURN TO TRANSAC
T I UN
2-59'dO PRINT: HTAB 18: PRINT' MENU
2S9V0 GET A: bQTO 2000
400O0 HUME: HTAB 5: PRINT' LISTING OF TRANSACTION FILE
4 O 010 V T f IQ 2: P RIN T C H 0 (J S E I IT (J M T1-1£ F U L. L (J W IN (5:- 1'
40U20 VI'AB E: HfAB 5: PRINT 1. LIST TRANSACTION OF ONE
DAY
40030 VTA hi 11: HTaB 5: PRINT 2. LIST TRANSACTION OF tvH
OLE MONTH
40040 VTA hi 14: H f AB 5: PRINT 3, RETURN TO TRANSACTION
MENU
40050 VT'Al-: 17: PRINT INPUT NUMBER OF CHOICE:~
400a 0 P 0 K£- 16363. 0
40070 VTAB 17: HTAB 30: GET A
40060 1=1
40U90 A= ASC (A)- 43
401UO IF A 1 OR A 3 THE IT 40070
40110 IF A= 3 THEN 2000
40120 IF A= 1 THEN 40190
40130 VTAB 20: HTAB 1: PRINT MONTH OF TRANSACTION?
40140 VTAS 21: HTA0 25: PRINT—
40150 VTAB 20: HTAB 24: INPUT MM
40160 IF LEN (MM) 2 THEN 40130
40170 IF VAL (MM) 1 OR VAL (MM) 12 THEN 40130
40180 60T 0 404 9 0
40190 GOSUB 45000
40200 L'D= LEFT (B1,2):MM= MID D1,3,2)
40210 ONERR GOTO 40530
40220 I= 1
40230 PRINT CHR (4);OPEN TRAN.:MM;,D2
PAbE:7
40240 PRINT CHR( 4);READ TRAN.;MM
40250 INPUT 02,TC,N1,NA,F'N,TQ,IN,IP,UN,CM
40260 IF D2= 01 THEN 40280
40270 GOTO 40240
40280 D2(I= D2:TC(I)= TC:N1(I)= N1:NA(I= NA
s FN (I)= PN: TQ (1)= TQ:IN(I)= IN:IP(I)•= IF':UN(
1)= UN:'CM (I)= CM
40290 1=1+1
40300 IF I= 11 THEN G= Is GOTO 40320
40310 F= 1: GOTO 40240
40320 F'Rft 1
40322 PRINT CHR (15)
40330 IF A= 1 THEN PRINT TRANSACTION ON: LEFT D1
,2);-; HID (DL,3,2);; RIGHT CD1,2: GOTO 403
40
40334 POKE 1657,132
40335 PRINT TRANSACTION IN THE MONTH OF :MM
40336 R••= 1
40340 PRINT
40350 PRINT DATE TRAN CODE ITEM NO. PART




40..-6O PUKE 32.20: POKE 33,20
40370 VTA8 3: PRINT LEFT (.02(R),2);; MID (02(R),
3.2; RIGHT D2(R,2): PRINT: PRINT TC(R): PRINT
: PRINT Nl(R)
40360 PRINT: PRINT NA(R): PRINT: PRINT PN(R)
40390 PRINT: PRINT TGKR): PRINT: PRINT IN(R): PRINT:
PRINT IP(K): PRINT: PRINT UN(R: PRINT: PRINT CM
(R)
4- 0 4 o 0 p 0 K E 32.0: P 0 K E 3 3, 4 0
40410 VTAS 23: PRINT PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE
40420 POKE- 16368.0
40430 GET A
40440 R=• R+ 1
40450 IF R= II THEN 40480
40460 IF R= I THEN 40600
40470 GOT0 40330
40480 I= 1:F= 0:6= 1: GOTO 40240
40490 ONERR GOTO 40580
40500 I-• 1
40510 PRINT CHR (4):OPEN TRAN.:MM;,D2
40520 PRINT CHR (4)5READ TRAN.;MM
40530 INPUT D2.TC,Nl.NA,PN,TQ,IN,IP,UN,CM
40540 D2 (I)= D2:TC CI)= TC:N1(I)= N1:NA(I)= NA
:PN(I)= PN:TQ(I)= TQ:IN(I)= IN:IP(I)= IP:UN(
I)= UN:CM(I)= CM
40550 I= I+ 1:F= 1
40560 IF I 10 THEN G~ 1: GOTO 40320
40570 GOTO 4U520
40580 PRINT CHR (4):CL0SE TRAN.;MM
40590 IF F:= 1 THEN 40320
PAGE:8
40600 HOME
40610 IF t= 1 THEN G= 0:F= 0:35960
40620 IF F= 1 THEN F~ 0: GOTO 40710
40630 VTAB 10: HTAB 8: PRINT THERE WAS NO TRANSACTIONS
II
40640 IF A= 2 THEN 40660
40650 VTAB 13: HTAB 14: PRINT ON: LEFT T (Dl$,2);; MID
(Dl$,3,2);; RIGHT (D1$,2): GOTO 40670
40660 VTAB 13: HTAB 18: PRINT IN ';MM
40670 VTAB IS: PRINT PRESS ANY KEY TO RETURN TO TRANSAC
T ION
40680 PRINT: HTAB IS: PRINT MENU
40690 POKE- 16368,0
40700 GET AT: GOTO 2000
40710 VTAB 10: HTAB 15: PRINT END UF FILE
40720 VTAB IS: PRINT PRESS ANY KEY Tu RETURN TO TRANSAC
T ION
40730 PRINT: HTAB 18: PRINT MENU
40740 GET AT: GOTO 2000
44950 R.EM
44960 REM
44970 REM INPUT LATE
44960 REM
44990 REM
4500O VTAB 19: h TAB 1: PRINT INPUT TRANSACTION DATE TO
BE LISTED
45010 VTAB 21: PRINT' INPUT AS DDNMYY
II
45020 VTAB 22: P.TAB 23: PRINT———
45060 POKE- 16368.0
45040 I= 1:D1=
45050 VTAB 21: HTAB 22+1: GET AT: PRINT AT
45060 Dl~ D1T+ AT
45070 1=1+1: IF I 8 THEN 45100
45080 IF I= 3 OR I= 6 THEN 1= 1+1
45090 GOTO 45050
451DO DD= VAL( LEFT (DTT.2)) :MM= VAL MIDT (DT.3,
2)): YY•= VAL( RIGHT DT,2))
45110 IF MM 12 OR MM 1 OR DD 1 THEN GOTO 45530
45120 IF MM= 1 OR MM= 3 OR MM= 5 OR MM= 7 OR MM= 8 019
MM= 10 OR MM= 12 THEN 4-5210
45130 IF MM= 2 THEN 45160
4-5140 IF DD'. 3o THEN 4d530
4 5150 GOTO 1000
45160 IF INT (YY 4)= YY 4 THEN 45190
45170 IF DD 28 THEN 45530
45ISO GOTO 100O
45190 IF DD 29 THEN 45530
45200 GOTO 1000









45400 HOME: PRINT STRONG GAIN INDUSTRIAL COMPANY LTD
II
45410 PRINT: HTAB 12: PRINT INVENTORY SYSTEM
45420 IF DT$~ THEN 45460
45430 DDT= LEFTS DTT.2):MMS= MIDT (DT T.3,2): YYT= RIGHT$
(DTT,2)
45440 TDT= DDT++ MM5++ YYT





45500 REM ERROR-ILLEGAL DATE
45510 REM
45520 REM
45530 PRINT: PRINT CHRT): ILLEGAL DATE: FOR I= 1 TO
500: NEXT
45540 VIAb 18: PRINT
II
4-SSSO VTAB la: PRINT!
II
45560 GOTO 45000
45570 VTAB I: RT'AB J: PRINT
45580 VTA8 I+ 1: HTAB 8: PRINT—-
45590 K= 1: NIT-
456UO VTAtf I: HTAB J+ K- 1: CjET AT: PRINT AT
45610 IF Ab'C (AT)••= 13 THEN I 7: J:= 1: GOTO 45570
45620 N1$= NIT+ AT
45630 l!+ 1: IF l 8 THEN 45660
45640 If K= 5 THEN AT= GOTO 45620
45650 GOTO 45600
45660 RETURN
50000 PRINT LHRT (4);RUN MAIN MENU,D1
:list
1000 PRINT CHRT (4):OPEN DATE,D1
1010 PRINT CHRT (4);READ DATE
1020 INPUT DFT
1030 PRINT CHRT (4);CLOSE DATE
1950 REM
1960 REM
1970 REM MENU-FILE MAINTENACE
1960 REM 1
199U REM
2000 PRINT CHRT (7): GOSUB 10000
2010 NTAS 12: PRINT FILE MAINTENANCE
2020 PRINT
2030 VTAB 9: PRINT OPTIONS
2040 PRINT: RTAD 5: PRINT (1)- INITIALIZE SYSTEM
2050 PRINT: HTAS 5: PRINT (2)- TO QUERY EXISTING RECO
RDS
2060 PRINT: h TAB 5: PRINT (3)- TO CHANGE EXISTING REC
ORDS
2:070 PRINT: RT AD 5 s PRINT (4)- TQ ADD NEW INVENTORY I
TENS
2.060 PRINT: HTAb -5s PRINT (5)- TO DELETE EXISTING REC
URL'S
2.090 PRINT: HTAb 5s PRINT (6)- RETURN TO MAIN MENU
21 0 VTAB 23: PRINT ENTER SELECTION NUMBER Cl-6)?
2110 VTAB 23: HTAB 35: GET A: PRINT AT
2120 IF ASC CAT)== 13 THEN 2000
2130 IF AT 1 OR AT 6 THEN 2100
2140 A• ASC (AT)- 46
2150 FOR 1= 1 TO 1000: NEXT
.216 0 (J: -J A i -J 0'T 0 3000, 4000,5000. 6000, 7000.20000
2950 REM
2960 REM
2970 REM INITIALIZE SYSTEM
2980 REM
2990 REM
3-000 HUME: RTAb 12: PRINT SYSTEM START UP
3010 VTAB 8: PRINT RUNNING THIS PROGRAM WILL ERASE ALL
DATA ON DISKETTE IN DRIVE B
3020 PRINT: PRINT ARE YOU SURE? CYN)
3-030 PRINT: GET AT
3040 IF AT= N UR AT= THEN 2000
3-050 PRINT: PRINT INSERT A BLANK DISK INTO DRIVE B AND
PRESS RETURN
3-060 GET AT: IF AT= CHRT (13) THEN 30S0
3070 GOTO 3060
3-080 REM
3-090 FOR I= 1 TO 500: NEXT
3100 HOME: VTAB 10: HTAS 10: PRINT INITIALIZING SYSTEM
II
'110 PRINT CHR$ (4):INIT HELLO,D2
3120 PRINT CHR'-S (4); DELETE HELLO, D2





2170 Nl»= 9999-001:N2$= END :R= 1: N6$= END
3ISO N3$- :N5$- :N6$= :N4= N7= N8= N9= MO-
O:Ml= M2= M3= M4= M5= Mfa= 0:M7= MB= M9= PO=
0
2185 P2= 0
3190 N4- EA:PI= 0
2200 RETURN.
2210 PRINT CHK (4):0P£N PART INDEX.D2
3220 PRINT CHR$ 14); WRITE PART INDEX
2230 PRINT N1$:,;N25:.;N6:,; R
3240 PRINT CHR C4);CLOSE PART INDEX
2250 RETURN
2-2toO PRINT CHR5- (4): OPEN INV MASTER. LI76. D2
3270 PRINT CHR'-t 14); WRITE INV MASTER, R 5 R
2280 PRINT N1S:,5N2S:,;N3S;,5N4S:,j N5:,:N6S:• • • • » , • • • • • • •
,;N7;;N8;,;N9;,;MO;,;Ml;,5M2;,;M3;, ;M
is ;M5:,;M6;, :M7;f;MB; ,;M9;,5 PI;,;P2
3290 PRINT CHR-fc (4);CLOSE INV MASTER
3300 RETURN
3310~ 1
3320 PRINT CHRT (4): OPEN RECORD NUMBER
3330 PRINT CHRT-(4)5WRITE RECORD NUMBER
3340 PRINT R








4 010 b 0 S U B 12000
4015 GOTO 35000
4020 IF FF.= 1 THEN FF= 0: GOTO 4000




4060 POKE 32.20: POKE 33.20• •
4070 GOSUB 12800
40S0 POKE 32.0: POKE 33,40
4090 VTA8 23: PRINT ANOTHER ITEM? (YN): GET AT
4100 IF AT-• N THEN 2000









5020 IF FF= 1 THEN FF= 0: GOTO 5000
5030 HOME: HTAB 5: PRINT MODIFY EXISTING RECORDS :R
. II) II
£040 PRINT 11 M
P'AGt:3
5050 GOSUB 12500
50a0 POKE 32,20: POKE 33.20
tO70 GOSUB 12800
5080 POKE 32,0: POKE 33,40
5090 VTAB 23: INVERSE: PRIN f 0 1-14 20
'•: NORMAL
tlOO VTAB 23: HTAB 2: PRINT =DONE
5110 VTA8 23: HTAB 13: PRINT =CHANGE
tl20 VTAB 23: HTAB 24: PRINT =ABANDON
5130 VTAS 23: HTA8 36: INPUT A
t140 IF A= 0 THEN 5400
5150 IP A~ 20) THEN 550)0
5160 IF A 14 THEN 5090
5170 PUKE 32,20: POKE 33.20
5180 F= 0
5190 ON A GOTO 5310,13100,13140,13130,13220,13260,13300,
13360,13420,13480,13540,13600,13670,13730,13790,13850
,13910,13970,14030
5300 PUKE 32,20: POKE 33,20
5310 I= 1:3= 0: GOSUB 6400
5320 GOTO 5080
5400 IF F-= 1 THEN GOTO 6170
5410 PI~ 1: GOSUS 3260: GOTO 2000
5500 VTAB 23: PRINT
II
t-510 VTAB 23: HTAB 5: FLASH: PRINT ARE YOU SURE TO ABA
NOCJN?: NORMAL
520 VTAB 23: HTAB 36: GET A3: PRINT AT
5530 IF AT= Y THEN 2000








6010 PRINT CHRT (4): OPEN INV MASTER.LI76-D2
6020 PR INT CHRT C4) ;READ INV MASTER,R;R
6030 INPLJT N1 T, M2T, N3T. N4T, N5T. N6T, N7, N8, N9, MO? M1, M2, M3,
M4,MS,M6,M7,MS,M?,P1,P2
6040 IP (N2T= END AND PI= 0) THEN 6090
6050 IF PI~ 0 THEN 6070
6060 R= R+ 1: GOTO 6020
6070 PRINT CHRT (4);CLOSE INV MASTER
60SO E= 1: GOTO 6100
6090 PRINT CHRT (4);CLOSE INV MASTER
6100 HOME: HTAB S: PRINT ADDING NEW ITEMS :R:)
6110 PRINT
6120 GOSUB 12500
6130 POKE 32,20: POKE 33,20
6140 I= 1:J= Is GOSUB 6400
6150 F= Is GOTO 13100
6160 GOTO 5080
6171 F= 0
6180 PI= Is GOSUB 3260
3 LIST
i190 POKE 32.0: POKE 33.40
6200 HOME: VTAB 10: PRINT ANY OTHER ADDITIN OF RECORDS
'-vII
£210 PRINT V N: GET A
6220 IF (AT« Y AND£= 1) THEN£= OsR:= R+ Is PRINT
: GOTO 6010
6230 IF Af= Y THEN R= R+ Is GOTO 6100
6240 IF AT N THEN 6210
6250 IF L= 1 THEN E= 0: GOTO 2000





6400 A AT= STRT (K)
6410 IF R 10 THEN 6450
6420 IF R 100 1 HEM 6440
6430 GOTO 6470
6440 A A T= -O+ AAT: GOTO 6470
6450 A AT= -00+ A AT: GOTO 6470
6460 A A=?=+ A AT
6470 VTAB 3: HTA8 I+ J: PRINT: A AT
6480 NIT=
6490 V TAB 3s HTAB I -i- J: GET AT: PRINT AT
65OO NIT NIT+ AT
6510 1= 1+ 1: IF I 4 1 HEN 6530
6520 GO 10 6490








7010 G L J SUB 12000
7020 HONE: hTAB 5: PRINT DELETION OF RECORDS :R:
7 030 PRINT
7040 GUSUB 12500
7050 POKE 32.20: POKE 33.20
7060 GOSUB 12300
7070 POKE 32.0: POKE 33.40
7080 VTAB 23: PRINT ARE YOU SURE TO DELETE? (YN)
7090 VTAB 23: HTAB 35: GET AT: PRINT AT
7100 IF AT= N THEN 2000





7150 PRINT CHRT (7): GOTO 1000
9950 REN
9960 REN




10000 HOME: PRINT STRONG GAIN INDUSTRIAL COMPANY LTD
II
10010 PRINT: HTAB 12: PRINT INVENTORY SYSTEM
10020 IF DT~ THEN 10060
10030 DOS= LEFT (DT.2): rih= MID (DT.3.2)sYY= RIGHT
(DT.2!
10040 TD$= DD$++ MM$++ YY$




10970 REM INDEX OF SEARCH
10980 REM
10990 REM
11000 HOME: VTAB 4: PRINT SELECT INDEX OF SEARCH
11010 PRINT: PRINT
1 102O PRINT: HTAB 5S PRINT 1. ITEM NUMBER
11030 PRINT: HTAB 5: PRINT 2. ITEM NAME
11040 PRINT: HTAB 5s PRINT 3. VENDOR ITEM NUMBER
11050 VTA8 16: PRINT (PRESS RETURN TO CHANCE SEARCH I
NDEX)
11O60 VTAB 18: PRINT (PRESS CTRL-A TO RETURN TO MAIN
MENU)
1100 VTAB 21: PRINT SELECT NUMBER? (1-3): VTAB 21: HTAB
25: bET A$: PR INT AT
11080 IF ASC (A--s)= 1 THEN POP: SOTO 20O0
11090 IF A$ 1 OR A$ 3 THEN 11070
11100 A= ABC (A$)- 48
11110 ON A SOTO 11300,22630.22700
11250 REM
11260 REM
112U REM SET SEARCH INDEX 1
112b0 REM
11290 REM
11200 REM INPUT FIELD VALUES
11310 VTA8 8: HTAB' 28: PRINT
11320 VTAB 9: HTAB 28: PRINT
1 1330 I= 1:B1$=
11340 VTAB 8s HTAB 27+ I: GET A$: PRINT A$
11350 IF ABC (A$)•= 13 THEN 11000
11360 B1$= hl%+ A$
11370 I= I+ 1: IF I 8 THEN 11410






11570 REM GET SEARCH INDEX 2
11580 REM
11590 REM
11600 VTAB lis HTAB 28: PRINT
11610 VTAB 10: HTAB 27: INPUT B2T
11620 IF B2= THEN 11000
PAGE: A





11770 REM GET SEARCH INDEX 3
11780 REM
11790 REM
11800 GNERR GOTO 11810 i
11810 VTA6 13: HTAB 28: PRINT
11820 VTA8 12: HTAS 27: INPUT 86
11830 IF 86$=; THEM 11000
11840 IF LEN (86$)? THEN 11820
11850= 3
11.860 R E T U R N
11950 REM
11960 REM




12010 PR 1N I. CHR5 4_: OPEN INV MAS TER .LI 76. D2
12020 PRINT CHR$ 4):READ INV MASTER.R:R
1 2O-30 INP U f N 15. N25. N35, N45, N55. N65. N7, N8. N9, M0.Ml, M2, M3
,M4,Mo,M6,M7,MB,M?,p1. P2
12040 IF (N2$= END AND PI-- 0) THEN 12120
12050 ON 6 bGTG 12060, 12080, 121.00
12060 Ih N1$= BIT 1 HEN 12160
12070 bGTG 12110
12080 IF N2T= B2T THEN 12160
12090 bGTG 12110
1210O IF N6$= B65 1 HEN 12160
12110 R= R+ 1: GOTO 12020
12120 PRINT CHR5 (4: CLCJSE INV MASTER: V T A B 23: PRINT
CHR$ (7);THIS ITEM DOES NOT EXIST: FUR 1=1 TG
lOOO: NFX T I: OTA ft ''71: PR TNT f:HR$ (7);
II
12130 G= 0
12140 FF= 1:B1T= sB2$= :865'= RETURN
12150 RETURN
12160 IP PI= 0 THEN 12120
12170 PRINT CHR$ (4);CLOSE INV MASTER
12180 8=•• 0.-B1T=: 825=: 86$=: RETURN
12450 REM
12460 REM
12470 REM PIELD NAMES, MASTER
124d0 REM
12490 REM
12500 VTA8 3: PRINT 1. ITEM NUMBER:
12510 PRINT 2. ITEM NAME:
12520 PRINT 3. DESCRIPTION:
12530 PRINT 4. UNITS:
12540 PRINT 5. VENDOR ID:
12550 PRINT 6. VENDOR ITEM:
12560 PRINT 7. CURR.AV.COST:
12570 PRINT 8. LAST COST: H
PAGE: 7
12580 PRINT 9. REORDER LEVEL s
12590 PRINT 10. REORDER QTY.
12600 PRINT 11. YTLP PURCH. Q.:
12610 PRINT 12. YTLP PURCH. T:
12620 PRINT 13. YTLP USE. QTY.:
12630 PRINT 14. YTLP USEAGE T:
12640 PRINT 15.- BEGINNG BAL.:
12650 PRINT 16. PTD PURCH. Q.:
12660 PRINT 17. PTD USAGE QTY.:
12670 PRINT 18. PTD ADJUST Q:




12770 KEN PRINT FIELD VALUES
12760 KEN
12790 KEN
12800 VTAB 7; PRINT hi: PRINT N2T: PRINT N3$: PRINT N4T
: PRINT N5T: PRINT N6T: PRINT N7: PRINT N8: PRINT N9:
PRINT NO
12810 PRINT Ml: PRINT N2: PRINT N3: PRINT N4: PRINT N5: PRINT




12970 REN INPUT FIELD VALUES
12.9 SO REN
12990 REN
13000 VTAtf 3: PRINT
13010 I« 1:N1T=
13020 VTAB 3: HTAB I: GET AS: PRINT AS
13030 NIT•= NIT+ AT
13040 I=: I+ 1: IF I 8 THEN 13080
13050 IF I~ 5 THEN AT~: GOTO 13030
1 3 O 6 0 G u T0 13020
13070 IF LEN (NIT) 9 THEN 13000
13080 -IF F= 1 THEN 13100
13090 bG'l 5080
13100 VTAB 4: INPUT N2S
13110 iF LEN CN2T) 8 THEN 13100
13120 IF F 5 1 THEN 13140
13130 GOTO 5080
13140 VTAB 5: INPUT N3S
13150 IF LEN CN3T) 19 THEN 23740
13160 IF F= 1 THEN 13180
13170 GOTO 5080
13180 V TAB 6: INPUT N4S
13190 IF LEN (N4T) 4 THEN 13180
13200 IF F= 1 THEN 13220
13210 GOTO 5080
13220 VTAB 7: INPUT MS
13230 IF LEN CN5T) 9 THEN 13220
13240 IF F= 1 THEN 13260
13250 GOTO 5080
13260 VTAB B: INPUT N6$
13270 IF LEN (N6$) 9 THEN 13260
PAGE: 8
13280 IF F= 1 THEN 13300
13290 6070 50BO
13300 GNEKR GOTO 13300
13310 VTAB 9: INPUT N7
13320 M7S= bTR$ (N7)
13330 IF LEN N7$) 6 THEN 13300
13340 IF F= 1 THEN 13360
13350 uOTO 5080
13360 GNEK'R GOTO 13360
13370 VTAB 10: INPUT N8
13380 N8$= STF$ (N8
13390 IF LEN (N8) 6 THEN 13360
13400 IF F= 1 THEN 13420
13410 GOTO 5080
13420 ONERR GOTO 13420
13430 VTAB 11: INPUT N?
13440 N9$= GTR$ (N9
13450 IF LEN (N9T) 7 THEN 13420
13460 IF F= 1 THEN 13480
13470 GOTO 5080
13480 LNERK G0T U 134 80
13490 VTA8 12: INPUT NO
13500 M0$= STR$ (NO)
13510 IF LEN (NOT) 7 THEN 13480
13520 If F= 1 THEN 13540
12530 bUTU 5080
13540 ONERR GOTO 13540
13550 VTAB 13: INPUT N1
1 3560 M1$-• 8 I R -5 (n 1;•
13570 IF LEN (NUT) 10 THEN 13540
13580 Ih F= 1 T HEN 13600
13590 GOTO 13790
1 3 600 0 IN E R h: b U T U 1 3 6 7 0
13610 VTA.8 14: INPUT 112
13620 F;2$= b i~R$ (n2
13630 j. F L.EN N22) 1 0 THEN 136O0
13640 Ir F— 1 1 HEN 1360
13650 GOTO 5080
13660 IF F= 1 THEN RETURN
1360 ON ERR GOTO 13670
13630 VTAB 15: INPUT M3
13690 113$~ STR$ (N3)
13700 IF LEN (N35) 10 THEN 13670
13710 IF F= 1 THEN 13730
13720 GOTO 13790
13730 ONERR GOTO 13730
13740 VTAB 16: INPUT M4
13750 (14$= GTR$ CI14)
13760 IF LEN (114$) 10 THEN 13730
13770 IF F••= 1 THEN 13790
13760 GOTO 5080
13790 MS= Ml- 113
13800 VTAB 17: PRINT
13830 IF F= 1 THEN 13850
13840 GOTO 5080
13850 ONERR GOTO 13650
PAGE:
13b60 VTAB 18: INPUT Mb
13870 M6T- STRT (M6
13880 IF LEN M6T) 7 THEN 13830
13890 IF F= 1 THEN 13910
13900 GOTO 3080
13910 DNERR GOTO 13910
13920 VTAB 19: INPUT M7
13930 M7T« STRT M7)
13940 IF LEN M7T) 7 THEN 13910
13930 IF F s 1 THEN 13970
13960 GOTO 3080
13970 DNERR GOTO 13970
13980 VTAB 20: INPUT M8
13990 MET= STR (MB)
14000 IF LEN M8T) 7 THEN 13970
14010 IF F= 1 THEN 14030
14020 GOTO 3080
14030 IT?- M5+ M6- M7+ MS:
14040 VTAB 21: PRINT :M9;
14070 IF F= 1 THEN 6160
14080 GOTO 3080
13000 VTAB' I: HTAB J: PRINT M
13010 VTAB IT 1: HTAB J: PRINT-
13020 K= 1:N1T=
15030 VTAB I: HTAB J+ K- 1: GET A?: PRINT A T
15032 IF ABC (AT)= 13 THEN I~ 7: J 1: GOTO 15000
13035 NiT= h1T T AT
15040 K- K t 1: IF| q THEN 15100
15050 IF K= 5 THEN AT=: GOTO 15035
15060 GOTO 15030
20000 PRINT CHRT (4); RON MAIN MENU,01
35000 N E E I? G 7 0 35900
35302 1=1
35305 PRINT CHRT 4):OPEN TRAN.:MMT;,D2
35310 PRINT_ CHRT (4); READ TRAN. ;MMT
35320 INPUT D2T,TCT,NNT,NAT,PNT, TU, I NT, IP,UNT,CMT
35330 IF NNT= N1T THEN 35500
35340 GOTO 33310
35500 UP•- 0: QU•= 0:QJ= 0
35510 IF TCT= PURC THEN OP= QP+ TO: GOTO 35310
35520 IF TCT RETV THEN QP UP- TQ: GOTO 35310
35530 IF TCT= I8SU THEN QU= QU+ TQ: GOTO 35310
35540 IF TCT= RETP THEN QU= QU- TQ: GOTO 35310
35550 IF TCT= ADJU THEN GJ= QJ+ ADJ: GOTO 35310
35900 PRINT CHRT (4); CLOSE TRAN.: MITT




SCREEN PAGE OF A RECORD OF MASTER FILE
QUERY OF EXISTING RECORDS
1. ITEM NUMBER 1001-001
2. ITEM NAME 7 STEEL
3. DESCRIPTION 72MM X 0.7MM THICK
4. UNIT LB
5. VENDOR ID KAM YUEN
6. VENDOR ITME#
7. AVERAGE COST 1.35
8. CURRENT COST 1.38
9. REORDER LEVEL 3000
10. 5000REORDER QTY.
11. 61000YTLP PURCH. Q.
12. 82350YTLP PURCH. $
13. 54000YTLP USE. QTY.
14. 72900YTLP USAGE$
15. BEGINNING BAL. 7000
16. 5000PTD PURCH. Q.
17. 8450PTD USAGE QTY.
18. 0PTD ADJUST Q




















ITEM NUMBER 1001-001 1002-002
ITEM NAME .7 STEEL 1 STEEL
DESCRIPTION 72MM X 0.7MM THICK 85MM X 1.0 MM THICK
UNIT LB LB
VENDOR ID KAM YUEN KAM YUEN
VENDOR ITEM #
AVERAGE COST 1.35 1.33
CURRENT COST 1.38 1.37
REORDER LEVEL 3000 2000
5000REORDER QTY. 3000
61000YTLP PURCH. Q. 9000
82350-YTLP PURCH. $ 11970
54000 6500YTLP USE. QTY.
72900 8645YTLP USAGE$
BEGINNING BAL. 7000 4500
5000 0PTD PURCH. Q.
8450 0PTD USAGE QTY.
0 0PTD ADJUST Q
BALANCE ON HAND 3550 4500
ITEM NUMBER 1401-003 1301-004
ITEM NAME ALUM PH BRONZ
DESCRIPTION 36MM X 0.45MM THICK 40MM X .24 MM THICK
UNIT LB LB
VENDOR ID KAM YUEN KAM YUEN
VENDOR ITEM#
AVERAGE COST 2.10 7.45
CURRENT COST 2.05 7.80
REORDER LEVEL 0 500
0 1000REORDER QTY-.
YTLP PURCH. -Q. 800 4000
1680 29800YTLP PURCH.$
750 3800YTLP USE. QTY.
1575 28310YTLP USAGE$
BEGINNING BAL. 50 700
0 1000PTD PURCH. Q.
0 1150PTD USAGE QTY.
0 0PTD ADJUST Q
BALANCE ON HAND 50 550
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APPENDIX V
FORMAT OF TRANSACTION REPORT FOR MONTH
STRONG FAIN INDUSTRIAL COMPANY LIMITED
INVENTOEIY SYSTEM
TRAMSACTION REPOT FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL
TRANSTN REF.DOC ITEM ITEM UNIT TEABSYN
DATE CODE NUMBER NUMBER NAME UNIT PRICE OTY COMMENT
14-04-84 PURC 24135 1001-001 .7 STEEL LB 1.38 5000 FOR MOTOR CASE
16-04-84 ISSU 1021 1001-001 .7 STEEL LB 1.38 2000 2ND PRODUCTIOM LOT
21-04-84 PURC 24111 1301-004 PH BRONZ LB 7.80 3000 CONTACT TERMINALS
30-04-84 PURC 24132 1811-021
.5 FIBRE LB 1.80 600 TRASFORMER
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APPENDIX VI
FORMAT OF REORDERING REPORT
ETRONBLAIN INDUSTRIAL INDUSTRIAL COMPANYLIMITED
INVENTORY SYSTEM
REORDERRFPQPT
ITEM ITEM VENDOR REOW HE EALANCEREORDER
NUMSER NARE DESCRIPTION COSSTI.D. UNIT LEVEL ON HANDQTY.
1601-030 SIL ETL ASMMTHICK UEN KIU LE 1.61 1000 2000







FORMAT OF SLOW-MOVING INVENTORY REPORT
STRONG GAIN INDUSTRIAL COMPANY LIMITED
INVENTORY SYSTEM
SLOW-MOVING INVENTORY REPORT 30-04-84
ITEM ITEM UNIT INACT. BALANCE
NUMBER NAME DESCRIPTION PRICEUNIT NUMBER ON HAND
1702-017 PLASTIC 0.15MM THICK LB 4.05 10 35
1703-018. 0.20MM THICK LB 4.00 10 50
1008-006 STEEL 2.0OMM THCIK LB 1.30 7 135




FORMAT OF INVENTORY PRICE BOOK
STRONG GAIN INDUSTRIAL COMPANY LIMITED
INVENTORY SYSTEM
INVENTORY PRICE BOOK 30-04-84
ITEM ITEM CURRENT
NUMBER NAME DESCRIPTION UNIT COST
1001-001 .7 STEEL 72MMX.7MM THICK LB 1.38
1002-002 1 STEEL 85MMX1.0MM THICK LB 1.20
1003-003 .45 STL 40MMX.45MM THICK LB 1.41
1406-014 SIL STL .50MM THICK LB 1.65
1312-034 PH BRONZ .32MM THICK LB 7.80
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APPENDIX IX
FORMAT OF PHYSICAL INVENTORY CHECKLIST
STRONG GAIN INDUSTRIAL COMPANY LIMITED
INVENTORY SYSTEM
PHYSICAL INVENTORY CHECKLIST 30-04-84
ITEM ITEM BOOK BAL. ACTUAL
NUMBER NAME DESCRIPTION COUNTQTY.
1001-001 .7 STEEL 72MM X .7MM THICK 3500 LB
1002-002 1 STEEL 85MM X 1.0MM THICK 1345 LB
1401-009 ALUM .45MM THICK 950 LB
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